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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVI No. 163 In Our 96th Year
GROUNDBREAKING CEREMONIES—Ground was broken at formal ceremonies at the Jonathan Creek Baptist Assemblyfor a -new 5100,000 conference building to be built there. The two-story structure will house administrative offices, aconference center and assembly area. To be built by C & I. Construction Co. of Calvert City, the structure will be financedby contributions from the 11 Baptist Associations in West Kentucky. The building will be completed in about four months.From left, George Gray, camp manager; Judge Brandon Price, charter member of the camp; Earl Shoemake chairman ofthe planning and development committee; and Earl Warford, secretary of the trustees. Staff Photo by David Hi
Eleven faculty members denied tenure
at Murray State University will appeal the
dismissal of their federal eourt lawsuit
seeking reinstatement to the U. S. 6th
Court of Appeals in Cincinnati.
. The suit was dismissed June 24 by U. S.
District Judge James, F. Gordon.
The appeal will be financed and handled
by the Kentucky Education Association
(KEA) and the National Education
Association, Jim Slattery, KEA general
counsel, said Thursday.
The 11 faculty members were among 20
denied tenure at Murray State in May 1974
and given one-year terminal contracts.
In their suit against the president and
members of the board of regents at MSU,
the 11 argued they had been un-
constitutionally denied tenure. They
contended they were entitled to tenure
under a policy adopted by the regents in
1969, and that the only way they could be
denied tenure would be by a statement or
reasons or a "due process" hearing.
In dismissing the suit, Gordon said the
school policy "provided that tenure is to be
the result of deliberate and considered
judgment..." and that the 11 were not
automatically entitled to it.
Since they were not granted tenure, he
said, the teachers were not entitled to a
statement of reasons or a hearing when
their employment was terminated.
Slattery said he and other attorneys
were reviewing the record of the case for
appeal substance. We feel that we have a
solid basis for appeal or we would not be
doing it," he said.
Murray State president Dr. Constantine
•Curris was in a meeting this morning and
Cloudy and Cooler
Partly cloudy and slightly cooler
through Saturday. High today in the mid to
upper 70s, low tonight in the mid 50s. High
Saturday in the mid 70s. Winds northerly
near 10 miles per hour today, diminishing
tonight.
could not be reached for comment on the
appeal.
In the suit filed last Jan. 27, the teachers
contended they were entitled to tenure
under the 1969 policy. They said that by
1972 or 1973 each had completed as much
as six years of service at the university
and should have been granted tenure or
notified then that they would be dismissed
after a year.
It was alleged that lack of action
amounted to entitlement of tenure by the
11. The teachers said they had complied
with tenure requirements tuxler the 111111
policy.
Judge Gordon disagreed, however,
holding that there could be no tenure by
default or by passage of time.
The teachers argued other teachers in
comparable situations were granted
tenure and they were denied equal
protection under the law. They claimed the
only way they could be denied tenure
would be by a statement of reasons or a
"due process" hearing.
Gordon ruled that since the teachers
weiv not tenured, they were not entitled to
a statement of charges or a hearing. He
also specifically ruled out "de facto"
tenure "based upon longevity of service."
This year 13 of 40 eligible teachers were
denied tenure. Under a policy set up by the
board of regents in Maretrof-this year, die--
13 are entitled to appeals to the board.
Following the contreversy last year, the,
board established a review committee,
which heard appeals from 12 of the 20
denied tenure. Board reviews were
granted to four of the 12 and two were
reinstated.
Plantiffs in the suit, who are seeking
(See Tenure, Page 14)
A decision on whether the city will take
over the operation of local ambulance
service or remain with a private con-
tractor for the service, was postponed last
night by the Murray City Council until the
next meeting of the body in two weeks.
The main reason for the postponement
was the uncertainty of whether or not a
federal grant of $32,000, already awarded
to the city and administered through the
Purchase Area Development District
(PADD), could be utilized if the city
remained with the private firm.
Councilman Melvin Henley said the first
year's projected cost of a municipelly
operated ambulance service ( the costs are
shared 60 per cent by the Calloway County
Fiscal Court and 40 per cent by the City
Council) would total $95,723. By deducting
the $32,000 grant and $20,000 in collections,
Henley said, the total capital outlay would
amount to $43,723. • _ _
It was proposed if the city did take over
the ambulance operation, that it be made a
part of the Fire Department.
"I think it would do a lot of good for the
Fire Department and their public image,"
Henley said.
But some councilmen disagreed and
council member W. R. Furches said, "I'm
not 4n-fatear'of tottittg- It -flbt-artsterlattet -
service ) to the Fire Department. I'm tired
of getting these suits referring to a suit
filed. Thursday by the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Labor en behalf of the firemen
employed by the city seeking back over
time pay).
Jack York, owner of the Mercy Am-
bulance service here, told the members of
the body that he did not think the federal
government was in business to put private
enterprise out of business. He indicated
that he felt the $32,000 grant would be
forthcoming regardless of which choice
the city made. •
TODAY'S INDEX








Deaths & Funerals  14
Butterfield Reportedly Worked For
CIA While Serving In White House
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former
presidential, aide Alexander Butterfield,
who •revealed the existence of former
President Nixon's taping system, was a
contact officer for the Central Intelligence
Agency while he served in the White
House, a former CIA liaison officer for the
Air Force said today.
Shortly after the liaison officer, retired
Col. L. Fletcher Prouty, made the
disclosure on television, an informed sour-
ce said Prouty had given the information
to the House intelligence committee in.
recent days.
Prouty was called to appear before com-
mittee investigators again today.
Butterfield gained national prominence
nearly two years ago when he disclosed to
Senate Watergate investigators the
existence of' then-President Richard M.
Nixon's White House tape recording
system.
Tapes from the system, which recorded
Nixon's conversations with his top aides,
were instrumental in forcing his res-
ignation on Aug. 9, 1974.
In an interview on the CBS-TV "Morning
News," Prouty said he had "no doubt"
about Butterfield's employment by the
CIA.
NBC News said it also had learned of
Butterfield's CIA connections.
A congressional source told The
Associated Press that Prouty disclosed
Butterfield's CIA role to investigators for
the House intelligence committee. The
committee is investigating the CIA and
other intelligence agenqies.
But the source said 4pe investigators
•
PORK CHOP YELL—the cheerleaders for the Calloway County 4qers senior citizens' softball team did their famou
"Porkchop Yell" for a large crowd on hand at Calloway County High School Thursday night. or the record: "Porkchop
have no documentary evidence to support
Prouty's assertion.
Butterfield, who was named head of the
Federal Aviation administration after he
left the White House, was not available for
comment.
But his wife called Prouty's description
of her husband's role "absolutely false ...
(a) ludicrous allegation." She added: It
would be absolutely laughable ..."
Prouty's comments came just one day
after CIA Director Williain E.' Colby
denied as "outrageous nonsense" earlier
statements by Reps. Robert W. Kasten, R-
Wis., and Ronald V. Dellums, D-Calif.,
that there was evidence of CIA penetration
of the White House, the Office of
Management and Budget and the treasury
and commerce departments.
15' Per Copy,
York agreed to operate the service for a
period of two more weeks with the cost to
the city and county based on a pro rata
portion of the $53,500 subsidy he has
agreed to, to operate the service for the
next year. York's contract with the city
and county expired at the end of June.
_ One Section — 14 Pages
In other business last night, the council
adopted the 1975 tax rate ordinance on the
second and final reading, setting the total
city property tax rate at 41 cents per $,100.
The low bid of Layne Central Con-'
struction Co. of $39,850 was accepted on the
(See Council, Page 14)
Mayor, Council Named
ins Suit Filed By Labor
Department For Firemen
A suit naming the _Mayor and City
Councilmen of Murray has been filed by
the Acting Commissioner of Labor on
behalf of the Murray City, .}-iremen in,
Calloway Circuit Court.
The suit alleges that the City is in
violation of Kentucky law by failing to pay
the firemen overtime alleged to be owed
them for all hours over 40 each week.
Naming the individual councilmen, the
mayor, and the city as defendents, the suit
asks that all overtime be paid that is due to
thrffrern since June '*174,
dew ordinance was passed to set the hourly
wage of the firemen.
Pat Scott, firemen's union president,
said this morning that the local
firefighters have felt since the ordinance
was passed-that the city has been In
violation of the law, and have filed suit
themselves to recover the back wages.
Scott continued that the firemen requested
that Kentucky Department of Labor to
conduct an audit of the city's books to
.determioe whether or not they were in
violation of the law.
"Evidently they ( the labor department )
felt the egg VIPs firtli5TaTittrtlf




The Murray Board of Education ac-
cepted bids on a roofing project for the
Austin School building and gasoline at its
regular meeting held last night.
A bid from the Minter Roofing Co., for
$7,200, with a manufacturers bond of $540
was accepted by the board. The project is
for a new roof for the Austin School
building at Ninth and Main.
Gould Oil Co. was awarded the contract
tor gasoline tor school end vehicles. The
bid was for slit centS above jabber cost,
with an effective bid of 51.01 cents per
gallon for regular gas. All increases and
decreases will be passed on to the board.
Margaret Franklin, supervisor of in-
struction, was recognized to review the
Title I program. She discussed the history
of the program, ana now its focus has
moved from instruction to concentrate on
reading and mathematics. Funds
available next year will amount to around
$46,000, with $34,000 in funding and $12,000
carried over from this year.
A letter of resignation from Murray
High Head Basketball Coach Bobby Toon
was accepted with regrets by the board.
Supt. Fred Schultz .said the opening for
head coach represents the maior position
remaining to be filled in staffing plans for
the fall opening of school.
A request from Rev. Bill Harrell
requesting the use of Holland Stadium for
a Crusade for Christ in August was also
approved by the board.
Huge Grain Harvest Expected To
Hold Down Food Price Increases
WASHINGTON AP) — The U.S. grain
harvest should be so huge this year that
retail food prices through late 1976 will in-
crease at a slower rate than they have in
the past two years, government officials
say.
Less clear, however, was how much inn-
pact a possible largescale purchase of U.S.
corn and wheat by the Soviet Union would
have at the supermarket checkout coun-
ter.
In a report Thursday, the Agriculture
Department estimated the 1975 corn har-
vest at a record six billion-plus bushels, or
153.6 million tons, up 30 per cent from last
year's weatherplagued output. The wheat
harvest is anticipated at nearly 2.2 billion
bushels, or 59.5 million tons, 22 per cent
higher than the record 1974 production.
The department's director of economics,
Don Paarlberg. said such bumper crops
would "tend to dampen food prices
through the late months of 1976," when
another harvest would be ready.
The lower cost for livestock feed also
would trigger larger output of meat,
poultry and dairy products and consequent
lower costs to the consumer next winter
and through 1976, Paarlberg said.
But he cautioned that there could be a
temporary shortening of the meat supply if
producers decide to take advantage of a
huge corn crop and have animals fattened
at feedlots rather than sending them to
slaughter directly from the pasture, as
many have been doing in the past year or
so.
Paarlberg said that over-all the new
estimates for corn and wheat mean that
retail food prices may be held to an aver-
age gain of 6 to 8 per cent over the course
of 1975. By comparison, they had soared by
14.5 per cent in both 1973 and 1974.
_
lifstrUPS INTRODUCifD—The Calloway County 49erstak; the Vd during the introduction ofistthatet phstma7gbr mtklirieuepra:dinnhei
local -senior citizens' team hosted the GliVPS County senior citizens in a softball game at Calloway County High School
Thursday; A huge crowd was in attendance (Additional Photo in Sports Section)
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BIRTHS
HENDRICKSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy
Hendrickson, 112 Foxboro Lane,
Tullahoma, Tenn., are the
parents of a baby girl, April
Paige, weighing eight pounds
six ounces, measuring 1914
inches, born on Tuesday, July 1,
at 10:36 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Cathryn Amy, age 31/2. The
father is an English instruclor,
at Motlow State Community
College.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Hewlett Cooper of
Murray and *the paternal
grandmother is Mrs. Anne
Heine of Wilmington, Delaware.
A great grandmother is Mrs. C.
G. Cooper of Murray.
STROUD BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Stroud,
119 Illinois, Paducah, announce
the birth of a baby boy, Adam
Ross, weighing eight pounds
nine ounces, born on Thursday,
July 3, at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
They have one daughter,
Shannon Lea, age two. The
father is employed at the Credit
Union office of the Illinois
Central Railroad, Padueati.-
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Crandall Stroud of
Paducah and Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Harris of Murray.
Great grandparenta,are Mrs. A.
R. Harris and Mr. and Mrs. B.
K. Trevathan of Murray and





Coleman-Roesch Vows Are Read
Miss Kathryn Jean Coleman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James M. Coleman and Michael
Kevin Roesch, son of Mrs.
Myrna Rose, were united in
marriage on Sunday, June 22, at
four p. m.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by Rev. W. Edd
Glover in the sanctuary of the
North Pleasant Grove Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Kaye and Joe
Doran, which included piano
arrangements of "Ava Maria"
by Bach-Gouriod, "Joy" by
Johann Sebastian Bach and
"Bridal Chorus from
Lohengrin" by Wagner. Vocal
selections were "Whither Thou
Goest" by Singer, "The Lord's
Prayer," music by Strals and
"We've Only Just Begun" by
Williams and Nichols.
Hints On Cooking Beets, Broccoli
And Cabbage Given By Local Agent
Here comes your home
gardener with beets, broccoli
and cabbage, bestowing upon
you the vegetables of his or her
labor.
So how do you cook them?
Beets seem to lose so much
color, broccoli stems are tough,
cabbage gets soggy and smells
terrible!
Not if you cook them
correctly. Here's how, ac-
cording to Barletta Wrather,
Calloway County Extension
agent for home economics, who
reminds you to cook all
vegetables as soon as possible
after picking for the best flavor
and highest nutritional value.
BEETS: Cook them whole in
their skins. Leave a small
portion of the tops and roots on
them, too, to cut down on
"bleeding." Cook in just enough
boiling water to cover.
cook young beets from 15 to 45
minutes. Cook extra-large older
tip, to 90 minutes, CQoli
irtil tender. 141ien coo! them
slightly and slip off the skins,
stems and roots by rubbing with
your fingers. Season to taste
and serve whole, sliced, diced
or cut into strips.
BROCCOLI: Fleshy stalks
take longer to cook than the bud
clusters. So cook broccoli with
the stalks standing up in boiling
salted wirier and the buds
cooking in the steam. Or cut
stalks off, cook them a few
minutes, then add the bud
clusters. Or slice large stalks
lengthwise and they will cook as
quickly as the rest of the
broccoli. Use as short a cooking
time and as little water as
necessary to save nutrients and
Serve with a little butter, with
cheese melted over them, or






Everyone who has tried it says "amazing"—and no won-
der. VICTORY MIRACLE, the magic All Purpose Cloth,
cleans, polishes, waxes just about everything: Metal,
wood, silverware, porcelain, tile, enamel. And, removes
rust, corrosion, spots and stains! A terrific worksaver,
it's an absolute "must" for housewife, homeowner,
hobbyist, tool bench. Makes life a little easier—and
costs, only $1. Sound unbelievable? That's why we
GUARANTEE Victory Miracle to be everything we say, or
your money refunded without question. Order today by
sending check or money order ($1 for 1, $1.75 f6r 2, or
$2.50 for 3) to:
Box 488
Eagle Sales, Central City, Ky. 42330
•
CABBAGE: Use short
cooking time and a bare
rninumum of water. Too much
cooking brings out, a strong,
disagreeable flavor, and leaves
lose their crisp texture.
Cook shredded cabbage from
3 to 10 minutes. Another good
way to cook finely-shredded
leaves is in a frying pan: use 1
tablespoon of fat, 2 tablespoons
of water and ½ teaspoon of salt
for each. quart of shredded
cabbage. Cover pan to hold
steam. Cook over low heat until
vegetable is tender from 6 to 8
minutes.
Another method for cabbage:
cut up., with fresh tomatoes,
green pepper and onions and fry
very- lightly, without a lid. It
takes usually just 3 to 5 minutes
to make the mixture crispy-
tender.
For lots more ideas on ways
to cook vegetables, stop by
C,alloway's office at 209 Maple
• ujjy,Lqi49ur_Lrew





Members of. the Murray
Shrine Club held their regular
monthly and social dinner
meeting at the Triangle Inn on
Saturday, July 5, at 6:30 p. m.
Attending were Messrs and
Mesdames Woodrow Dunn, Ron
Hutchison, Bub Stacey, Rex
Camp, Milton Jones, Don
Robinson, Jim Williams,
Norman Klapp, Jack Norwine,
John L. Williams, Freed
Cotham, Bruce Wilson and Phil
Crihfield, Mr. and Mrs. Eli
Mexander and Mrs. Elizabeth
Slusmeyer were guests of. Mr.
and Mrs. Robinson. Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Ballet of New
Orleans, La., were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Stacey.
Mr. and Mrs. Crihfield
became new members of the
club. Also a guest was Mr.
Norwine's mother, Mrs. Nor-
wine of Houston, Texas.
EAT BREAKFAST
Everyone should eat break-
fast. Don't get up late, then rush
to work or school, and then feel
poorly during the morning.
People perform more ef-
fectively and more safety both
at work and at school if they
have had a good breakfast. Join
the breakfast eaters, you'll feel
better.
The wedding vows were
exchanged before an archway
intertwined with garlands of
gypsophila, with pillars on each
side holding vase arrangements
of white, yellow and blue daisy-
type porn poms, emerald leaves
and eucalyptus. Behind the
archway stood a silver can-
dalabrurn holding the unity
candle. White satin bows,
backed with leatherleaf,
marked the family pews.
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents, wore
a floor length formal gown of
white nylon illusion over taf-
feta. It featured an empire
waist outlined with a white satin
ribbon insert, forming a bow
with streamers in back, and a
scoop neckline accented by
double rows of lace scallops. A
wide panel of venise lace edged
with lace scallops extended
down the front of the gown and
encircled the flowing skirt
which formed a full length
chapel train. The long, fitted
sheer sleeves of illusion And
venise lace were accented at the
wrist with satin ribbon and
bows and ended in wide flared
cuffs edged in lace scallops.
She wore a tiered veil of elbow
length nylon illusion, attached
to a Juliet headpiece of mat-
ching venise lace accented with
seed pearls. Her bouquet was of
white margarite daisies,
trimmed with lace and white
satin streamers with lovers
knots.
The maid of honor, Miss
Laurel McClain, wore a floor
length formal gown of pale
.yellciw !mit with matching cape.
Mrs. Aileen Leslie, cousin of the.
bride, and Miss Sherry Vaughn,
bridesmaids, wore formal'
gowns of blue with matching
capes, styled identically to that
of the maid of hc.:„.,r. Ail three
attendants carried bouquets of
fuji porn poms, overlayed with
Ladies Day Golf
Held At Oaks Club
Ladies Day golf was held at
the Oaks Country Club Wed-
nesday with Carolyn Caldwell
as hostess. Mrs. Caldwell
captured honors as low
medalists.
Other winners were: Della
isoggess and Carita Lamb, tie
or low net, Della Boggess
winning; Laura Parker, low
putts; Eleanor Miller, most
golf; Murrell Walker, blind
hole; Betty Shepard, most
putts, and Karen Hargrove,
poker hand.
The Oaks Ladies Invitational
Tournament will be held next
Wednesday, July 16. Persons
wishing to enter should call





Jackie Glisson and Barry
James from the TV Service
Center are enrolled in an
electronics school in Athens,
Texas, to learn the functions,
operations, and service on the
new models of Curtis Mathes
televisions.
They will return to Murray on
July 11. Mt. Glisson will resume
his duties as TV technician at
the TV Service Center and
James will enter electronics
school in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kevin Roesch
margarite daisies, in the colors
of yellow and blue.
Miss Suzanne Coleman,
cousin of the bride, was flower
girl and her gown and cape of
pale yellow was of identical
style of the other attendants.
She carried a basket over-
flowing with blue margarite
daisies and gypsophila, with
yellow bow and streamers.
Attending the groom as best
man was Pat Zinkovich. Ushers
were Daniel Parker, cousin of
the groom, and David Smith.
Charles Rose, brother of the
groom, was ring bearer and he
carried a white satin heart
shaped pillow with clusters of
daisies and rings tied together
in lovers knots.
Mrs. Coleman, mother of the
bride, wore a long formal dress
of coral interlock knit with
white accessories. Mrs. Rose,
mother of the groom, wore a
mint green long formal dress
with white accessories. Both
wore corsages of white cym-
bidiums.
Mrs. Ham Adams, grand-
mother of the groom, was at-
tired in a blue street length
dress with white accessories
and her corsage was of daisies.
Miss Lynette Burkeen, cousin
of the bride, kept the guest




wedding, a reception was held
in the church fellowship hall.
The bride's table, covered.
with a blue cloth overlayed with
white lace, held the three tiered
wedding cake, topped with a
bride and groom under an arch.
The floral centerpiece of white,
'yellow and blue margarite
daisies was flanked by blue
candles in silver holders.
Mrs. W. Edd Glover, Mrs.
Guthrie Roberts and Mrs.
Charles Coleman assisted in
serving the wedding cake,
punch, nuts and mints.
Rice bags were distributed by
MiSs-Deanna Duncan, cousin of
the bride.
After a short wedding trip, the
bridal couple is now at home at
North 4th Street. extended.
Rehearsal Luncheon
On the Saturday preceding
the wedding, Mrs. Myrna Rose
and Mr. and Mrs. James
Coleman entertained the
wedding party with a rehearsal
luncheon at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. • - -
Nineteen persons were seated
at a long table with the "bride





The First United Methodist
Church Women held their an-
nual picnic at the Murray City
Park on Tuesday, July I, at 6:30
p. m.
Mrs. Bill McLemore
presented the program from the
book, "Peace In The Valley,"
and closed the meeting with
prayer.
Twenty-two persons were
present with five guests — Dr.
and Mrs. James E. Fisher, Rev.
and Mrs. Mickey Carpenter,
and Mrs. Miller.
Members of the Wesleyan
Circle were in charge of the
arrangements.
The blessing was by Mrs.
James E. Fisher.
A short business session was
held with Mrs. Max Brandon,
president, presiding.
The Wesleyan Circle had the
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surnirief7RAPIET713ENJT, and' ME APPLE 'DUMPLING GANG are
scheduled as regular features during the next fewiweeks. The LINDY'S KID-
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The Quota Club of Murray
held its regular luncheon
meeting at noon Tuesday at the
Triangle Inn with president
Earleen Doran presiding.
The club viewed a very in-
formative film — "The 43ad
Apple" which was based on
recently enacted consumer
protection legislation of the
Kentucky General Assembly.
The film gave the members a
better understanding of the
Consumer Protection Laws, and
enabled them to recognize false
and deceptive practices when
making purchases.
After the film president
Doran handed out a list of new
committee chairmen and












sa cup finely diced celery
1 tablespoon minced onion
142 teaspoons lemon juice





B'sy Abigail Van Buren
1975 by Ch.cacyo TrIbuno•N 1,4•yrs Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: After 26 years of a fairly good marriage
with three self-sufficient children and a paid-for home, my
wife and I sleep back to back—like two fireplace logs.
She rations her love as a "reward" for favors and
withholds it as "punishment." And when it's given, which
is seldom, it's with very little enthusiasm Ian understate-
ment).
After nearly a year of this treatment. I'm considering
breaking my flawless record of a faithful marriage to seek
attention elsewhere.
I don,t see much difference between a wife who trades her
love for personal gain and a lady of the evening who sells her
favors for money. I consider myself a darn good husband
Time is running out.
DISGUSTED
DEAR DISGUSTED 'You're confusing sex with love.
Love is a gift, not an obligation. Sex can be obtained at a
price. Love cannot.
If you haven't discussed the state of your marriage with
your wife, it's time you did. If .you hods want a better
marriage. I recommend counseling. But if you're asking me
for the green light to pursue the red light, I'm negative.
DEAR ABBY: I have written a letter to a very dear
friend of mine, and my problem is I haven't the courage to
send it. If you publish it, I am sure my friend will see it
Here it is:
My dear, dear friend:
sauce How else can I sa it? You make me sick! No matter how
tifyTId e smo e -ariretirTikarette7tri-t11'ere";
In a 1-quart metal Mixing irritating my eyes, my sinuses, and getting into my lungs.
bowl or saucepan soften the After a few -hours with you..I'm literally ill. Sometimes
gelatin in 2 tablespoons cold when you blow your smoke directly at me, Ltuni my head or
water. Drain salmon. To the try to "fan" it away with my hand. You offer a small
salmon liquid add enough water, apology and move your cigarette—but you never put it out!
to make 1,4 cup; add to gelatin Of course, my problem is thatI am a coward. I like you
arid over very low heat stir - too much to tell-you to your facethat you are selfish. I don't
with a rubber spatula especial- want to hurt your feelings, yet you go on hurting mine.
ly around sides of bowl) until Do you know that your breath is always bad? And no
gelatin dissolves. Remove skin amount of perfume can mask the smell of stale smoke that's
and large bones from salmon; _constantly on.your hands, clothing and hair.
add to gelatin mixture with re- I love your company. Your sense of humor is priceless,
maining ingredients; mix well
but do not mash salmon. Cover
and keep chilled until serving
time, then unrnold. Serve with
lettuce, sliced cucumbers, oil-














and you've demonstrated your friendship to me many
times. Yet, my doctor, has told me I must avoid you. Can
you believe it? Your smoking is making me ill. I miss you.
"SMOKED OUT"
• ..,.;24
DEAR ABBY: We recently received an invitation to a
golden wedding celebration. At the bottom was printed.--
"Your presence—not presents—is requested."
Wasn't that a lovely way to say, "No gifts. please"?
MRS. J.G.
DEAR MRS. G.: Yes. Thanks for sharing
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
P•fr For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr„ Beverly Hills.
Calif 90212. Please enclose a long. self-addressed, stamped
120e) envelope
Phyllis Kain Golf Medalist
Phyllis Kain was the medalist
at the regular ladies day golf
held Wednesday morning at the
Murray Country Club, ac-
cording to Peggy Billington,
golf hostess.




LARGE VOLUME — LOW PRMOVIrTay, KY"
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
golf hostess.
Runnerup was Evelyn Jones
with Kathryn Garrott, Toni
Hopson, and Betty Jo Purdom
tieing for middleman.
Also named were Lou Doran,
poker liand,Reverly Spann, low
4 putts, Inus Orr, high on No. 5,
and Margaret Shuffett, run-
nerup on high on No. 5.
A luncheon was served at
noon with Mesdames Sal
Matarazzo, A. B. Crass, Mary
Belle Overby, Walter Jones.
Louis Ryan, Joe T. Foster, Ottis
P. Valentine, Raymond Hewitt,
Virgil Harris, James H. Boone,








Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Don't slacken your efforts
because others are in a friv-
olous mood. Consider your own
interests—especially now when
influences stimulate new ideas
for improving your status.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
An unexpected iavitation to
an evening get-together holds
some interesting surprises. Just
what you need!
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
You may have been dwelling
too long and too seriously on job
matters. Seek' out your gayest
and most amusing companions
and indulge in a bit of fun for a
change.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
A day when you can sit back
and rest on your laurels—with




• 4441a(July 24 to Aug. 41)
Make this day as tranquil and
peaceful as you would like it to
be. You will probably find
greater pleasure in familiar




Tues Gr. Sirloin 
Wed. & Thurs. . . • . . . Sirloin 
. . New York Strip. . . . $299
Everyday T-Bone $2"





_Extended Tom Andrews-Your Host
763-4419
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Place obligations before
desires, but do make time for
recreation and relaxation.
Understanding and cooperation
with others will be your key to
happy satisfaction.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Misunderstandings likely in
unexpected areaa. Counteract
with your innate poise, tact and
a sincere desire to clear the air.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ril,4tis
Mixed influences. You may
encounter some frustrating
situations during the a.m., but
the tide will turn in your favor
Later in the day.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Caution and conservatism
Stressed. Above all, avoid
persons who are impulsively
taking risks.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 1d4
As with many others, some
unusual situations indicated. In
all dealings, be direct. Avoid
devious tactics or approach,
and give others the benefit of
any doubt.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
If you take minor annoyances
in stride, as Aquarians usually
do, you should enjoy your day.
Chosen goals are nearer. In-
creased favors indicated.
PISCES • - )(Q,
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 29) •
Your personal ambitions may
be dependent on some trends
indicated in the day's news






YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a brilliant in-
tellect, a magnetic personality
and unusual versatility. You-
could succeed in either the
business world or in artistic
areas—depending on -your in-
clinations . and education: —of
course. Among the arts at w1-.1,_11
you could especially shine are
music, architecture or acting,
where your lively imagination
could be given full play. Other
fields suited to your varied
talents include the law,




Mr. and Mrs. Lonnh'
Burgett are the parents a
baby girl, Angela Leigh. torn
Monday, July 7, at 12:14 111.
She weighed seven pounds ,.,nd
three ounces and was In. in-
ches long.
The new father' is empied
for the summer at Murra .Slate
University. He will be tei,
this fall at South Hopkins litgh
OolTri11iains.p5unr 
The grandparents 'arc
and Mrs. Charles Browning ,nd
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Burgett ;1:1of
•Earlington.
Iho Murray




Twilight golf will be held at
the Murray Country Club at 5:45
p. m. with Tom Muehleman as
chairman.
Pool party for seventh and
eighth grade members will be
at the Oaks Country Club from
7:30 to 10:30 p. m. Each
member may bring two non-
member guests and charge is
fifty cents per pereritt.
Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon at noon at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church.
Henry County Little Theatre
Group will present the program
at the Paris Landing State Park
amphitheatre at eight p. m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
of Dexter will be from 9:30 to
11:30 a. m. and for Murray
senior citizens at 12:30 p. m. to
Roses and downtown.
Little Miss Murray-Calloway
Pageant will be held in the
University Schcfgl auditorium at
seven p.m. Public is invited to
attend.
Wranglers Riding Club will
ride at "7:30 p.m, at the riding
pen.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 F. & A.
M. will meet at the Lodge Hall
at 7:30 p. m.
Miss Kathy Simmons • Nature sketching workshop
• , will be at Empire Farm from
Mr. and Mrs. Archie C. Simmons, 1403 Hughes Avenue, a(3Va. m. to twave noon
. Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
thir datighter, Kathy, to Jack Marshall Crook, son of Mrs: Jane
C. Martin, 303 Wheeler Avenue, Greenville, and T. E. Crook,
Nashville, Tenn.
Miss Summons graduated from Murray State University with a
major in Elementary Education. She received her Master of Arts
in Education degree from Murray State University on May 10,
1975.
Mr. Crook will graduate from Murray State University in
December, 1975, with a degree in Music Education_ He mem-
ber of Phi Mu Alpha, a national music fraternity. During the sum-
mer as a member of The Lakeside Singers, Mr. Crook performs
nightly in the state parks of this area.
The-vows will be exchanged on Saturday, August 16 at 7:30 p.m.
at the First Baptist Church, Murray. All friends and relatives are
cordially invited to attend the wedding and a reception im-
mediately following the ceremony in the church fellowship hall.
4 Sathrday, July 12
Slides of birds and beasts will
be shown at Land _Between the
Lakes Center Station at two
Murray School of Practical
Nursing Alumni will have a car
wash at 641 Super Shell, South
12th, frbin nine a.m. to five p.m.
Suburban Homemakers Chib
will have a family picnic at the




poration will have its annual
meeting at the Coop office,
Mayfield, at three p.m.
Persons having exhibits to the
Murray-Calloway County Fair
may bring them to exhibition
barn today at two p.m. through
Sunday and Monday. A person
will be present to accept the
exhibits-- during, this lime or




homecoming will be held with
preaching at 11:30 a.m. Send
cemetery donations to T. Cleve
Parrish, Route 1, Dexter.
Gospel singing will be at
Pleasant Valley Church of
Christ at two p.m.
Serendipity Stroll will start at
Center Station, Land Between




RENT OUR RINSE N VAC - the new
portable. easy-to-usa hot water
extraction carpet cleaning machine
that ready
• rinses carpet fibers with hot
water and cleaning solutiona
• loosens and lifts all dirt,
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Those who claim to Imo*, say
that things are going to continue
to get better and better and that
opportunities for jobs and careers
for young people of America are
going to be almost unlimited
during the years ahead.
American business will con-
tinue to get much stronger as the
government will finally come to
realize that vigorous, profit-
making, tax-paying private en-
terprise_ will offer:many new jobs
to many new people. There will
hopefully be fewer controls on
private business and more in-
centives for them to expand, in-
vest and develop new jobs.
Politicians will finally come to
realize that the big, bad cor-
porations like General Motors,
General Electric, Westinghouse,
IBM, etc., are not the bad guys af-
ter all, but the ones on whom the
prosperity of the nation depen-
ds:Ahey and their smaller coun-
Aerparts who pay taxes and hire
PeQPWtQ-P4.i&JuAt ,cif.rthe.—
taxes.
There will be new job op-
portunities in many fiqds,
although teaching may not be one
of them because school
enrollments are not growing like
they were. But many new op-
portunities should open up in
health care, in accounting, sales
and merchandising specialists.
There should be lots of op-
portunities for engineers, •
chemists and researchers as the
search continues for new energy
sources. Jobs for women will in-
crease, as well as jobs for
minorities.
It is estimated that 1.5 million
people will come into the work for-
ce each year, and these people are
going to have to find jobs. Private
enterprise is the place they must
look, and thus private enterprise
and business must be allowed to
expand and grow to make these
job openings available. That
means the government igegting to
have to help industry. . . not
through federal subsidy, but
through changes in tax laws;
through more realistic
depreciation rules, larger in-
vestment credits, less in-
terference of the cotton-picking
variety. There must be
regulations and controls to a point
to prevent abuse of power and
greed, and anti-trust laws must be
enforced. And the public's rights
must be defended against too
powerful business interest.
But there are fair and ac-
ceptable avenues through which
private enterprise can be helped
and encouraged to grow, thus
opening new job opportunities.
This is controversial and the left-
wing liberals in Congress will
claim it's special interest
legislation just to further line the
purses of the rich.
But if America is to continue to q.
ova's ag the expearrbe4ieve4t
then the politicians must realize
that private enterprise and not
more government jobs is where
the growth must take place and
new job-seekers taken care of.
Our Congressmen must realize
that new jobs are an investment
and that companies must be per-
mitted to accumulate money to
provide the expansions required
to offer these jobs.
We still have a hangover of
unemployment and not fully
recovered from a recession. But
we have faith that government
will come to realize that private
enterprise can turn it around and
give us another era of un-
precedented growth if govern-
ment will give business half a
chance to do so. But if govern-
ment interference continues to





HEARTLINE is a service for Senio
r
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer ques
tions
and solve problems-fast. Wr
ite to
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Maio S
t.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
Heartline: Will Medicare pay for 
a
motorized wheelchair? Mr. C. B.
Answer: Yes, where the patien
t's.
condition makes a motorized vehi
cle
medically necessary. -. 
Heartline: My husband suffe
red
multiple injuries in an accident 6 mont
hs
ago. The doctor thinks it will take an
other
8 months or more before he will be a
ble to
return to work. Can my husband get 
social
security disability benefits? I 
recall
reading somewhere that benefits are p
aid
only is cases of permanent disability. A.
 P.
Answer: Your husband may be eligibl
e
for benefits and he should apply 
right
away. Benefits can be paid if the disabil
ity
has lasted I or is expected to last ) at
 least
12 months, or is expected to result in d
eath.
This covers non-permanent impair
ments
resulting ffom accident or illness as w
ell
as chronic conditions.
Heartline: Under Railroad Retirement,
how much can a spouses annuity be? Mrs.
R. H.-
Answer: A wife„%s annuity is one-half o
f
her husband's regular annuity, bu
t no
more than $247 in 1975. The average spou
se
annuity awarded in March, 1975 is about
$210 per, month.
? Heartline: I was a POW during W
orld
War II. Is it true that I can receive f
ree
dental treatment for the rest of my life
? J.
B.
Answer: Yes, you can.
Heartline: Do yoUsend every letter yo
u
get about Social Security, Medicare o
r SSI
to Social Security? 1/11.
Ansvier: No we do not. we answer most
questions about :hem Social Sec
urity
works, ourselves naever, if a person
' writes us about -a -Specific 
or serious
problem that Can hot be solved 
without
that persons peral record file, 
which
on y Social Securi y access to,
 en we
ndtI 'Pr-Mei-it 16-a- oeFone
rSoeliiT
Security Office and ftillow through to 
make
sure something will be done with
 that
problem. For such problems on 
Social






. SUBSCRIPTION RATES in areas served f
t;
Security, Medicare, or SSI, be sure
 to
include your name, address, pho
ne
number, social security number, and 
the
address of your local Social Security off
ice
in your letter. And don't forget, 
include
Dept. 70 in our address.
10 Years Ago
Fireman Apprentice Erwin F. Washer
and Aviation Boatswain's Mate Third
Class Frankie D. Brandon are serving on
the carrier, USS Franklin D. Roosevelt, in
the Mediterranean Sea.
Sixty-five 4-H Club members and three
leaders will leave tomorrow by chartered
bus to attend 4-H Club Camp at Dawson
Springs.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Emmett
Roberts, age 91, of the Flint community
and Clarence Woods of Earlington.
Miss Sharilynn Kay Broach, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harrell A. Broach, and
James Leslie Erwin, son of Mr. and Mrs
.
James Warren Erwin, were married June
19, at the South Plesant Grove Method
ist
Church.
Betty Riley and Betty Purcell had 
high
averages in bowling this week in th
e
Ladies Summer League at Corvette Lan
es.
Bible Thought-.
. If we look to see God, we
sometimes can miss Him. If we
have purity of vision, behold He
appears suddenly.
My Help cometh from the Lord,
which made heaven and earth.
Psalm 121:2.
Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Based on cop) nghted outlines produced In the (erlulllttee on
the' Chid orm Series and used b) permission
The Goal of Christian Growth
By H. C. Chiles -
The true goal of Christian growth is to
become more like Christ. Striving to be
Christlike is a commendable and worthy
effort on the part of every Christian.
Ephesians 4:11-16
Chirstian discipleship is expressed best
within and through the fellowship of a
church. According to Christ's plan, church
members are to be instructed, in-
doctrinated, and trained for service. It is
our Lord's desire that each of His followers
shall have a part in the work which He
assigns for the advancement of His cause.
Among Christ's gifts are the following:
"And he gave some, apostles; and some,
prophets; and some, evangelists; and
some, pastors and teachers." Apostles are
those who are called, separated, endowed,
ordained, and sent forth as ambassadors
for Christ. Prophets are men who have had
peculiar insight into the will of God, and
have received a definite commission to
speak for Him. Evangelists are those
itinerant preachers_ who go into regions
where churches have not been established
and proclaim the gospel to those who have
never heard it, introduce the people to
Christ, and then establish churches.
Pastors and teachers two functions of the
same office) have the °vers. ht of char-
and instruction. Each of these is given A
responsibility which he should regard as a
sacred trust.
These gifts are not just for our personal
enjoyment, or for the glorification of Man,
but they are to equip the saved to introduce
the lost to Christ, to edify the believers,
and to serve the Lord effectively.
Believers are to be instructed, equipped,
and trained for Christian service in order
that the body of Christ may be enlarged
and strengthened.
While it is obvious that the ideal set forth
in verse thirteen will not be realized fully
until we enter the presence of our Lord in
glory, too much stress cannot be laid on
the fact that every child .of God has a
definite work to do for Him on earth. Have
you discovered what He wants you to do?
Are you doing it? Strive to do your best for
Him Who gave Himself for you.
Philippians 3:12-16
While on his way to Damascus in the
midst of his career of persecution, this
proud Pharisee, who penned this
paragraph, was stopped in his tracks by a
blazing apparition. This light was so bright
and dazzling that he was blinded and could
not see the Person Who appeared to him.
As a result of that experience everything
was changed for Paul. Things for which he
had lived previously lost their meaning
suddenly. With a loving grasp Christ laid
hold on him and save him for a definite
purpose, namely, to divert his great ability
into the right channels and to make a great
minister and missionary out of him.
Paul yielded to that loving grasp, gave
himself wholeheartedly to Christian
service, did-many wonderful things for his
Lord, and had a tremendous influence on
the world for good. Paul was not satisfied
with what he was, what he possessed, or
what he had done for Christ. His
achievements simply served as a stimulus
to greater endeavors for Christ. In giving
us his design for living, Paul stressed the
importance of concentration - "This one
thing I do." For the most part, he
dismissed the past from his Mind -
-Forgetting those things which are
behind." Paul knew what to forget and
what to remember.
Paul was disatisfied with his at-
tainments, devoted to a single aim,
desirous of greater spiritual
achievements, and diligent in strenuous
activity. When he wrote these verses he
had the picture of a race in his mind. He
knew that distractions were fatal in a race,
so, as he ran the race of life, he did not
have the inclination or time to look back.
He stretched toward the goal that he was
eager to reach, and strained to reach it, in
order to win the prize. He sought above
everything else to please the Lord. Let us
strive to please, honor, and glorify the
Lord Who has done so much for us.
I John 3:1-3
This glorious hope of seeing Christ when
He returns and beini_like Him is based
ShOuldinsPect -the
love of. the Father closely and look at it
intently. It gave us salvation and the
blessed assurance of it. This glorious ho
pe,
which is based on the love of God, arises
out of Christian sonship - "now are we the
sons of God." .We should marvel at the
transaction by which He has brought us
into His family.
There is an unrevealed feature of this
glorious hope - "not yet is it manifested
what we shall be." The glory of our future
condition has not been revealed to us.
There is about it the fascination of
something superbly beautiful that one
glimpses but cannot fully view. About this
glorious hope there are some revealed
features. One feature is that we shall be
like Christ. We cannot find a more
assuring word than this, "We know that
when it shall be manifested, we shall be
like him." Another revealed feature of this
hope is that we shall see Christ. Nothing
will be as satisfying as seeing Christ in His
resurrected and glorified body, in all of its
majesty, excellence, loveliness, and
splendor.
This glorious hope of seeing Christ and
being like Him promotes self-purification.
"And everyone having this hope resting
upon Him purifies himself even as he is
pure.' The certainty of the return of Christ
is calculated to make for separation from
the world, upright walking before men,
and a closer walk with God. The hope of
being with and like Christ impels to purity
of life here. Those who expect to be lik
e





At collection time, the small girl in the
third pew started fumbling around in her
purse, distracting all those around her
"What are you looking for?" her mother
whispered fiercely. "You have your dime
right in your hand." "I know," piped up
the childest voice, "but I'm looking for
fifteen cents more. If God has been as good
as the minister says, I'm raising .His
allowance."
• A clever young lady was asked to attend
a lecture. She was seated between a noted
bishop and an equally famous rabbi. It was
her chance to break into high company,
and she meant to make use of it. "I feel as
if I were a leaf between the Old and the
New Testament," she said brightly during
a lull in the conversation. "That page,
20 Ye'iirs Ago
The final report has been made on the
1955 Red Cross fund campaign, according
to Mrs. Joe Pace, executive secretary of
the Calloway County Chapter.
Hewlett Clark, age 68, died this morning
at the Murray Hospital.
The Singing Speer Family, the Hamilton
Brothers, The Four Winds, and The Little
Gospel Four were featured groups at the
singing, sponsored by the Murray Jaycees,
on July 9 at the Carr Health Building,
Murray State College.
James Crouch of Lynn Grove is enrolled
at the University of Kansas for the sum-
mer session.
The family Of Mrs. Bertha Maddox of
Hazel held a reunion at the City. Park on
July 7.
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madam," remarked the rabbi, "is usually
blank."
Religion is finding it tough on tv. The
sermonettes are in their third rerun.
Kansas City, Kan. - The Rev. James E.
Newman celebrated his 101st birthday
recently and vowed to continue as pastor
of St, Peter's Baptist Church, "as long as I
am able. I feel just the same as I did when
I was 25," he told wellwishers at a
reception at the Grant Chapel A. M. E.
church. "I just thank God for the privilege
of being here this long." He has served as
pastor of St. Peter's about 40 years.
(Evening Kansas)
Letter To The Editor
The Bible A
( EDITOR'S NOTE: The following letter,
addressed to the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Manned Space
Center, Astronauts Office, Houston,
Texas, is being reprinted for the interest of
our readers. Those wishing to express
their opinions on the subject are urged to
write the above address.)
TO: One and all who has or had respect for
Independence Day:
With much concern as to the efforts of
others, contrarywise, let me say I support
wholeheartedly the decision of our
astronauts to read from the Bible withi
n
their spacecraft on the next space flight
set for July 15, 1975, done primarily on a
previous flight December 24, 1968.
Equal rights for one and all dictate the
nd Space
privilege of any human being to express
one's faith in God and the Bible publicly, or
in any manner as could be displayed on
television or similar projections, without
fear of censure. Atheist number one,
Madeline Murray O'Hare, is going all out
to deprive our astronauts this inalienable
perogative and right.
One and all have the privilege to express
themselves similarly for or against doc-
trines, political philosophies, etc., but
denial of the rights of others to do the same
is abhorrent to me.
Most positive of any statement I've ever
made.
A. C. Koertner
1631 College Farm Rd.
Murray, Ky.
Today In Hisiory  
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, July 11, the 192nd day of
1975. There are 173 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1804, Vice President
Aaron Burr mortally wounded the
American statesman, Alexander
Hamilton, in a pistol duel at Weehawken,
N.J.
On this date:
In 1767, the sixth American president,
John Quincy Adams, was born in Brain-
tree, Mass.
In 1810, the Napoleonic empire annexed
Holland. - arm/.
C-ir'ired the town regime.
of Eastport, Maine. Today's birthdays: Actor Yul Brynner is
In 1944, President Franklin Roosevelt 55 years old. Opera tenor Nicolai Gedda is
announced he was available for an tin- so.
precedented fourth term. Thought for today: What art was to the
In 1952, a Republican National Con- ancient world, science is to the modern -
vention in Chicago nominated General Benjamin Disraeli, British prime
Dwight Eisenhower for president. minister, 1804-1881.
Dear Consumer
How Much Have You
Earned In Social Security?
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
• Department of Health.. EducatiOn and Vicidare
Do you know how much money you have accumulated in your
 Social Security
account during your working years? - •
 - .
It's important for you to have this information so that you ca
n plan resi)is-
deafly for your retirement. firm do not irriow-youT-Social Securi
ty earnings,
you should ask for a statement of your account.
Just fill in the coupon below and mail it to:
Social Security Administration
P. 0. Box 57
Baltimore, Md. 21203
I am printing this coupon because some private companies tak
e advantage of
consumers by offering to get this Social Security infor
mation for you if you
subscribe to their magazines or buy publications or oth
er goods and services
from them.
You do not have tcrisuy anything—or pay anything—to get 
a statement of
your Social Security earnings. Simply use this coupon. For 
additional coupons,
call your local Social Security field office (listed in the phone
 directory under
"U.S. Government") and ask for post card form OA
R-7004.
In 1955, the new Air Force Academy was
dedicated at Lowry Air Base in Colorado.
Ten years ago: The state of Louisiana
imposed what amounted to undeclared
martial law on Bogalusa to prevent a
rhciai explosion.
Five years ago: The Soviets were repor-
ted to have close to 300 giant SS-9 missile
launchers ready for use or under con-
struction.
One year ago: President Antonio de
Spinola of Portugal dismissed remaining







Please send a statement of my Social Security earnings to




CITY a start 
 DIP C001
110.4 YOUR NA AIL Kee
(DO NOT MVO)
Sign your own name only. Under the law, information in your social security rec
ord
is conAdential and anyone who signs another person's name can be prosecuted
If you have changed your name from that shown on your social security card, pleas
e
L copy your name below exactly as it appears on your c
ard.
'Let's Stay Well 
Displaced Youngsters
Acro% the nation, displaced
children constitute an increasing
problem -- involving an esti-
mated   million displaced
youngsters in a year.
The age range extends from 6
years to 16 years. More girls than
boys are being arrested as runa-
ways. More families are report-
ing missing girls than boys. The
number of blacks has been
decreasing, and the number of
whites has been increasing, re-
ports the Federal Bureausof In-
vestigation.
According to Travelers Aid
people. -the police and others
who work with these young peo-




tially dangerous exposure to
many inexperienced lonely,
depressed teen-agers. Circum-
stances may lead the less stable
to crime, dope, alcohol or
prostitution.
Don't place all the blame on
the children. An increasing num-
ber, when questioned, explain
that they were literally thrown
out of home by their parents. The
household tensions apparently
have been made worse in rcrerg
months by the slow-up of eco-
nomic conditions and the related
increase in stress in . homes.
Many children are refusing to
return to their parents because
of phricat afid mental abuse by
them' and are seeking foster
homes. s.
.earch of arlyentqrss .taktn&__4_ .-disUlatxxl.chiktren l
eheve that
pleasure jaunt or making a pm- more attention needs to be
 given
test as a part of a hippie move-a to this serious nat
ionwide prob-
lem and point opt that.the events
Displacement 'brings poten- rnsan that the traditional, fami
ly
structure is breaking down and
proving inadequate. Com-
munities need to develop coun-
selors and to create special
facilities to help during this
period of great stress in the lives
of these troubled young people.
Q: Mrs. W. H. wants to know
why it is necessary to. make
several X-rays to find a fracture
and why fewer films could not
cut down on exposure to X-rays
and lessen the cost.
•
A. Physicians are most
desirous of keeping the amount
of exposure to X-rays at a
minimum. Such has' been possi-
ble. in part, its improvements in
X-ray equipment. Different
AutissiclUes- uu- the sohiect
naans
situations loiXing the .fracture.
line in view: Otherewise a frac-
ture could go undiagnosed.
When a fracture is present,
several viewe are often neces-
BLASINGAME
sary to determine whether the
bone is displaced and, if .so, in
which direction. Additional X-
rays have to be made after set-
ting the fracture to be certain
that it has been properly
reduce-M to assure correct posi-
_Lion after healing.
Q: Mr. G. R. asks if the Food
and Drug Administration is lo-
cated in Washington:D.C.
A. The Pcxxi and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA) is an agency
which is a part of the Depart-
ment of Health. Education and
Welface 'HEW), but the FDA is a
netwsirk which extends from
coast to coast. It has about 6,000
employes located. in Various
cities and a budget of approxi-
_ hasthecortualex atvonsibitits'of _
regulating food. drug. cosmetics.
&rug -advertising mid
devices.






























































































































Warship Service 11:00• m
Evening worship 7:30p m
Emmanuel Mistiodary
Morning Wog. ship 11 00a m









Sunday Evening ' 6:00p.m.
Wenn...nay Fver5ln0 7700o m.
SinkingSpringli







Evening Worship 7:30 p.m
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship 11•00a m
Evening Worship 630p m
Grace Baptist
Morning Worstsip 10.45a m









Morning Worship 11:00a m




New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship 1,1.00 a.m.

















Morning 1Vor sri p 11:00a.m
Evening 'Worship 5:30p.m.














AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE
L„ IILi E R u
Coldwater
Morning Services 11 00• m.
Evening Services 7 00 p. m.
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00•.m.












, 45 a 
m
Evening Worship 7 00p m






Morning Worship. _11 -00•.m.
Evening Worship 7.30p m
United, 210 Irwin Avesundayschow
10:00 a m.










,Worship_Serjlicegt 11 a,m., 7:30p.m.
First Assembly.Of Ged
Church School
W:4*Worship Service 11:03 
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10 -00•.m.
Alorsh i p Service 11 00 a.m.
Church of Jesus Christ
- -410 toffee - -
Sunday School 10:00•.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday MISS Ila M., 11 a.m., 4:30p
m. Saturday Mass 6 30 p. m
Christian Science Services
Former Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
Ky , Sundays 11:00a.m. Testimony
















Sunday School 10a. m
Preaching , Ha m & 6 p m.
Wed_ ti 7 p m
FATHER, FQRGIk E ME
Here we se* the prodigal son returning home. Even though he
had spent his inheritance in riotous living his father was willing,
even anxious, to forgive him. He had a feast prepared to
welcome him home.
We find this story in Luke, Chapter 15. It illustrates the nature
of Christian torgi . Just as the father fotgov• the prodigal
so our Heavenly Father forgiuste-gumuelso most csittOwl erelong us.









Worship Services 10 45 a. m.. 7
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10.45 a rn.. 7 p.m.
Church Of Christ
New Providence
Morning Worship 11.00• M.





Morning Worship 10:43 a.m.





Morning Worship 10 50a m
Evening Worship 6 30p fr
Seventh Poplar
Worship Service #' 10 40a m
Evening Worship 6: 00 p.m .
New Concord




Evening Worship 6 00p m.
Sere/KO Street
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.








10 . 00 a .m
11:00a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ
Bible Study .113:00z.
A. M. Worship TO:-20




Evening Worship 6.00 P.m.
Kirksey Chords et Owlet
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:20•.rn.




Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship






Sunday School 10 013•191.
Worship SeTviCeS 11 a m .7 p.m.
Mereal Pnersaal
Morning Worship 11 00a.m




This page made possible by the following supporting firms:
Methodist
Palestine United
Worship Service 11 • m 1st Sunday
10 00 a m 3rd Sunday Sunday
Sfhool 10 00 a m 2ncl eth
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Service 10 30 a m
Sunday Schaal 10 30. m
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service 10 00 a n.







Morning Woe shi p II 004 m
Evening WorSniP 7 00p rn
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11 00 a m 1st
2ncl Sunday 10 00 a m 3rd a 4th
Sunday SCh001 10 00 a m lit & 2ncl
Sunday 11 00 am 3rd & 4th
Sunday
Temple Hill United
Morning Worship 10 00 • in
Sunday School II 00. m
First Methodist
Worship 8 ala. 10 50 a m
Russells Chapel United
Sunday Schcicri 10 00a in
Morning Worship 1100am
Goshan Methodist
Worship Service at 11 00. in 1st &
3rd Sundays. 9 30 • in 2nd 6 4th
Sundays, Bible Study 6 30 p m
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9.30 a m 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 00 •.m 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Coles Camp Ground
Worship Service 10 Citroen.
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service scs, gorygges,.-_=-
1st & 2nd SundayS. 11:001l9r
1st L 3rd 11 4th Sunday
Mt Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 cm. lit
Sunday-11 00 a m 3rd. Sunday.
Sunday School 11•00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-10 00 • m 2nd. 3rd. & 4111
Sunday
Worship Servic•I0 00 • m. 2nd
Sunday - II -03 a m oth Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m lit. Ird &





lst 3ril Sunday 9:30a.m.
Evening 7:0011"-
2nd L4th Sunday WOO &.m.
No evening Worship
WORN UalSed
1st & 3rd Sunday 11:008.m
!Id& 4111 Sunday 9130a.m
Evening 6:00 p.m
Sunday School 
South Pleasant Grlovooe ffv.a.











Plumbing-Heating a Air Conditioning
-Commercial -Residential
Repairs & Installation
501 N. 4th - 753-6168









MS a1111111111108 ~ray, Ky.
Ewing Tire Service
Your Ceenplete Tire Service Coster
Filir Plislariller-Trock & Fenn The.








u.S. 641 North 4 a.m.-10 Or.RI. Est•rYdaYUBenjamin A
Worlds largest and finest chain eil Pancake Houses,
locally owned rind operated










Witt Wit running specials Daily, Men. Milo Thurs.
Fri.. Sat., Son. -T-Sone Steak Special
No. irm Eat. 441-Call ir Orders to-753-4419
Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY SATURDAY AT 1 P.M.-1991. 7S3-2334
Hog s bought dail y
Horse Sale Each 3rd Friday Night
WM. E. DODSON, OWNER
Randy
Service Co.
Air Conditioning- eleatirsg-Commercial Retriiperatien
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE




Cain & Trees Motor Sales
ww,..g.m.,.....4),...11n-Josio
Top Chiallty Used C-ars
Five Paean Phone 733-64411
University Gulf Service
Gulf L. D. Workman-Owner
..o... Tires Batteries a. Accessories
Open 6 a.m.-8 p.m. Closed Sunday
121 & 16th St: 753-S782
It
ro.N $
beauty salon # '-'• t









Serving Murray State University
1413 Olive Blvd. 753-7334
North mil St 753 2221
Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNIOOYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Pogsee-Ve Block It. e4 S. 121a-Phone 713-14•9
it Juanita's Flowers, Inc.




1117 Coldwater Rd 753- MN
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices tOr Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
04gArrses Ms. Mir
Phone 753-12211 
i v. 0.44/.4 Iimpt
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR•FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
•113 Maple Phone 753-1713
Guy Spann .: • ?
Realty
Residential-Commercial-Farm Swirling Lets and
Lake Property•Iliaving-Sening.Leasing
$01 Sycamore ' Pheine 7534724
Murray Glass Co. Inc.
Commercial-Residential
Original Equipment Auto Glass
753-7117 Night Call 753-0235
1202 Johnson Blvd. Dan Barrow
.
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL
"Every Day You Delay Lets Sues Hove
e Way."
100 SP 13111 St. . 7S3-3914
Palace Cafe
Five Points 751 Ire,





.. , 4, 'For Complete Beauty Care -
Specializing in latest Styles
Precision Hair Cutti 'ç
Their a
1600 1"),0Noti /1.. 7S 3 /12i,
aswimar
The Christian Book Center
WAYNE & CATHY PERR1N-OWNERS
-Ilitiarrs.Records.Music-Books-
-Church Supplies-Gifts-




al MOUSE BOAT RENTALS *















S 17th Si 
OPEN EVENINGS III.• 00
11;4';Mire larn.ly Murray. KyAcres of. free parking
Garrison Motor Sales
407 Se 41h 753 6II0C.
Murray. KY
Kentucky fried Chau
'IT'S FINGER LICK IN' GOOD-
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th
Call in Orders IS) 7101 ,.
- 
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
"THE E,XTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member F DK
. SOO•Mairs . So 12th & Story Chestnut St




Railroad Ave 1st itoc
Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association





"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"





Murray. Ky. Ph 753 9634
Benton. Ky Ph 127 8377
FTD
. Florist &Shirley'sGarden.
Flower% lor a 
occasionsliCenter 
H Se Platys Landscaping
,no 4th 742 3151 753 8944
...,• gue 4
aalt.44 Restaurant
FAMOUS F ISH DINNERS





66 PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
No 4th Street Phone /13 i971
Wells Elect&
Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
PIS 'Paolo St 7534474
Taylor Motors, Inc..,
"wit' Kentucky Transportation C•nrer
0407011 TIR/c45 oh ,o,poplar 753.1377
4 Murray Upholstery Shop
Meidernire your furniture With new
upholstery4 ,‘,...-, . ,
' A Com plett Car Upholstery Center
‘,""'-' '7$3.0405
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
BUILDING, BLOCKS a READY MIX CONCRETE
East Main Street Phone/53-3So*60 1 SOuth 41fr .
.
Tractor & Implomont Co.
Your Trouble Is Of Long Sam Calhoun Plum OWbing- -It-
Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine
Your Jennison bikers Dealer
---......„
_TOSS'S -If
- Starrcfing,- Try Kneeling
i,
..  Sales and Service
Phone 753-5802 No. 4th205 S1
SSEY-FERGU50 X& £1.0 SE991iiii ,-----NIA " NI
V .
industrial Rose Phone 153-13 9
- ;Aakia,Serarr:i. arts . - -'
Stokes
Boats 1 Bikatint Supplies
Hwy 94 F 
753.37)4
Marrers Most Complete Doportineof Stare _
demerit Sheelpikg Center 7537175. 
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Murray Legion Drops
Game At Union City
The Murray American Legion
team just can't get over the
hump.
After pulling to within one
game of the .500 mark, the
Legion tried to make it an even
season Thursday night at Union
City. But the hosts banged out .11.
hits and defeated Murray 10-6.
The loss leaves Murray with a
7-9 record- for the season, en-
tering a tugged two-game
homestand which begins tonight
in Holland Stadium.





Thursday, the Astros shocked
the Nats 2-0 as Gary Utley and
Terry Smotherman combed a
Utley pitched four innings and
fanned four batters and did not
give up a walk, Smotherman
pitched the last two frames and
struck out one while walking
three.
The Astros scored single runs
in the third and fourth innings.
Dennis West walked in 'the
third and later scored when
Smotherman singled. In the
fourth, Gary Lahde walked and
scored on a double by Randy
Wilson.
Smotherman, Wilson and
Utley had hits in the contest for Murray added three rens in
 -1eAStraft.-s.w.ma, - -.-24,31011141 thikeighthta pes.t  the
final score of 10-6 on the board.
Bayless led off with a walk and
Lindsey Hudspeth cracked a
two-run homer over the fence in
leftcenter.
Four consecutive walks
produced another run in the
frame.
Hudspeth paced the attack
with four hits w13,ile Bayless had
two. Joe Futrell, buke and
-McGregor also hit safely.
At 7 p.m. tonight, Murray will
Philpot Leads
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) -
Tim Philpot held a four-stroke
lead over defending champion
Bill Hoppman entering today's
final round of the Lexington
City Golf Tournament at Spring
,iF ."" Valley Country Club.
Philpot shot a 5-over-par 76
Thursday for a 54-hole total of
212. Hoppman had a 74 for a
216 total.
Third was four-time city
champion Marvin Lear, who
had a third-round 77 for a total
of 222.
The loss drops the Nats to 8-2
in the league standings. The
Yanks and Reds are tied for
second with both teams having
identical 4-5 records. The Astros
and Cubs are both 4-5.
In today's 5:30 p. me- contest,
the Reds meet the Yanks.
DID YOU KNOW
WE SERVE








- the mound for Murray and went
an inning and two-thirds. He
gave up five runs on four hits.
Four of the runs were earned.
Tommy Chavis came in the
hurled five and two-thirds in-
nings. Chavis didn't give up any
earned runs as all five runs
scored on Union City were
unearned.
Lindy Suiter worked the last
two innings and gave up a hit
and no runs.
Union City struck for four
runs in the home half of the
first. Four singles, a hit bat-
sman and an error produced the
tallies.
Murray got on the board in
the top of the second as Don
Duke led off with a solo homer
over the fence in leftcenter,
trimming the Union City lead to
4-1. The hosts added single runs
in the second and fifth innings.
Trailing 6-1 in the top of the
sixth, Murray posted two runs
to again make it a game. With
one out, Tony Bayless walked,
Lindsey Hudspeth singled and
Suiter reached on an error to fill
the sacks.
With two out, McGregor
slapped a single, scoring two
runs.
But in the Union City sixth,
the hosts scored four more
times and pulled out to a 10-3
lead. Three singles and two
errors accounted for the runs.
We cordially invite everyone to enjoy only
the finest foods at the lowest possible prices.
Kay's Steak House
Hwy. 641 North Paris, Tenn.
Ron Smith and Richard Hornsby, co-owners
OpellSmith, Manager
take on Jackson, Tn., in a home
contest. Then at 7 p.m. Satur-
day in Holland Stadium,
Murray hosts a powerful
Evansville Funkhouser team.
Murray is on the road for a
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410 014 00x 10- 1-3
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CATFISH AT WORK-Catfish Cavitt fires a pitch to the plate while
second baseman Loyola Wyatt watches. It was the first game of the
season for the Murray Senior Citizens Softball team.





The Detroit Tigers have cer-
tainly had their ups and downs
this season. Right now, they're
up..
The Tigers, who couldn't win
a game for the longest time,
now can't lose and Thursday
nikit defeated the Kansas City
Roials MTh
straight victory.
"There's really no answer for
our slump and now our winning
streak," said Detroit Manager
Ralph Houk. "That's how base-
,ball goes. We were playing real
close ballgames in the slump.
We were in all the games but
we couldn't get the hit at the
right time."
Before the recent successes,
the Tigers had suffered through
losing streaks of four, six and
five games.
In the other American
League games, the Boston Red
Sox nipped the Texas Rangers
8-7; the Minnesota Twins
Heads Program
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
The junior five-gaited stake
heads tonight's program at the
Lexington Junior League Horse
Show, which continued at the
Red Mile with equitation
classes today.
Linda Fischer of Anchorage,
Ky., won Thursday's first equi-
tation class, followed by Carol
Reams of Ashland and Cece Al-
len of Lexington.
Kim Barnes of Indianapolis
won the American Horse Shows
Association Medal Class.
TENNIS . .
BAASTAD, Sweden - Top-
seed Bjorn Borg of Sweden
moved into the quarter-finals of
the $50,000 Swedish Open Ten-
nis Championships with a 6-3,7-
6 win over Dutchman Rolf
Thung.
stopped the New York Yankees
6-3 and the Baltimore Orioles
turned back the California An-
gels 7-3,
Vern Ruhle teamed with Bob
Reynolds for an eight-hitter and
Jack Pierce belted a home run
triggered three rallies, leading
Minnesota over New , York. It
was the 27th career four-hit
game for the Minnesota veter-
an.
Oliva's homer leading off the
second preceded a two-run
to help the Tigers beat the Roy- double by Glenn Borgmann,
als. helping the Twins to a 3-0 lead.
Pierce walloped his homer in Oliva also singled in the third
the TgirithAttrttlif gartiellt Dand itatteriiillei fri the-stictli
and the Tigers scored their
winning run in the fifth with
the help of Ron LeFIore's base-
running. LeFlore led off the
fifth by beating out a chopper
to third, stole second, moved to
third on Gary Sutherland's
groundout and raced home
on Leon Roberts' bouncer.
Rutile, 8-5, gave up two
unearned runs before leaving in
the ninth with one out and a
man on second. Reynolds came
into the game and left the po-
tential tying run stranded.
and eighth with singles.
Orioles 7, Angels 3
Elrod Hendricks led Balti-
more's extra-base hit assault
with two doubles and a triple
and Mike Cuellar scattered
nine hits as the Orioles beat
California. The Orioles blasted
out nine extra-base hits - five
doubles, two triples and a pair
of home runs in helping Cuellar
lift his record to 7-6.
McGinnis Says He Plays Game
Mostly For Profit Involved
By TOM BALDWIN
Associated Press Writer
PHILADELPHIA ( AP) -
George McGinnis, who signed
to play with the National Bas-
ketball Association Philadelphia
76ers Thursday for a reported
$3.2 million, says he plays bas-
ketball for fun and profit, most-
ly the latter.
He's interested in endorse-
ments, promotions, investments
and real estate.
"Get it while you can, and
when you've got it, put it to
good use," said the 6-foot-8 for-
ward, one of the best in the
pros, after signing his six-year
contract.
"I want to have something
when I get through with basket-
ball," he said at the Spectrum
after a news conference with
Sixers management.
"A lot of guys in this game
get their money and they spend
it. The average guy who plays
basketball comes out with noth-
ing. I want to have something
then for me and for my moth-
er.
"I'm pretty conservative with
my money. I'm a reserved per-
son. I guess if I throw it away
on anything it's on cars. I have
a thing about antique cars."
The 25-year-old McGinnis,
laughing, told of his six autos,
two of them vintage European
racers, "and my 'Vette, I use
for getting around."
Joins Field
Ngff YPR_14 (AP) -South
African Gary Player 
jiiined_
Johnny Miller and Tom Weis-
kopf Thursday as a definite
starter in the $250,000 West-
chester Golf Classic at West-
chester Country Club..
The charity tournament,
which carries a 650,000 first
prize, is scheduled for 'Ally 31-
August 3. Proceeds from the
event, now approaching the $3
million mark, benefit six West-
chester hospitals.
McGinnis starred for four
years with the American Bas-
ketball Association Indiana
Pacers and was a three-season
all-star, averaging a league-
leading 29.8 points a game in
his final year. He averaged 16.9
points in his rookie year and
was never less than 25.9 after
that.
In May he took a $500,000
bonus to sign with the NBA
New York Knieks. But the deal
was declared illegal because
the 76ers held draft rights to
the Indianapolis native.
What happened to the Knicks'
$500,000 bonus?
"We've taken over that obli-
gation," said Sixers' General
Manager Pat Williams.
McGinnis' arrival in the NBA
takes some of the sting out of
the recent loss by the senior
league of banner prospects Da-
vid Thompson and Marvin Web-
ster to the ABA Denver Nug-
gets.
or•
How to turn your patio into
an outdoor room
A Howmet patio cover with screens lets you entertain, eat meals, or
just relax in complete coThtort. It lets you enjoy summer outdoors
without the discornto4 and irritation caused by all those pesky bugs
and mosquitos. And even on rainy clays. the kids will have a place
to play-outdoors.
. be glad to give you a Tree estimate and show you how easy it is to
enjoy a' summer at home with a Howmet Screen Room




Aluminum Service Co. -
Route 2 - Hazel, Ky.
WE Ed Deihl Debby Lawrence
492-5897 4/2-5*79
Red Sox 8, Rangers 7
Cecil Cooper's run-scoring
single in the bottom of the
ninth offset Texas' three-run
biwst in the top of the inning
and gave Boston its victory
over the Rangers.
The Rangers had tied it 7-7
with two outs in the top of the
ninth when Toby Harrah and
Jim Spencersingled and Jeff
Burroughs hit a full-count pitch
by Reggie Cleveland, 6-6, 'over
the left field wall for his 17th
home run of the season.
But in the bottom of the in-
ning, Denny Doyle drilled a
two-out single to left off Gay-
lord Perry, 7-14. Doyle took
second on a passed ball by Ron
Pruitt and scored when Cooper
singled to left. The victory wid-
ened Boston's American
League East lead to 2,'2 games
over idle Milwaukee.
Twins 6, Yankees 3
Tony Oliva ripped four hits,

















r1105 Rque Ave.. MurraY
•
NO MATTER WHAT MAKE
OR MODEL CAR YOU DRIVE
WE HAVE THE RIGHT
TIRE FOR YOU!
MICHELIN
-The 1st Steel Belted
Radial Tire."




Consolidated Report of Condition of"_ _
of Murray   in the State of Kentucky ,
business on June 30 19 7.5
Bank of Murray
State Bank No. 7 3- 2 07 
and Domestic Subsidiaries at the close of
ASSETS
1. uh and-due from banks (including $ 27/, 5 4 . 24  unpinded debits)
2. (a) U.S. Treasury securities   $ 9,027,352. 31  t Total (items
lb) Obligations of Federal Financing Bank   c 2(a) & (b)) -
3. Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies and corporations.
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisions 
5. Other securities (including $-_1(254? corporate stocks) ...
6. Trading account securities 
7. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to risen
8. Other loans 
9. Bank premises, furniture and fixtures, and other assets repriaanting bank premises
10. Real estate owned otheietban bank premises 
11. Investments in subsidiaries not consolidated 
12. Customer's liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding 





9 027 352 31
2 653 2Z2 20
6 01/ 805 37
NONE
NONAC
3 500 000 00
41.025 916 51





68  407  550  AIL
LIABILITIES
15. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations 
16. Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations 
17. Deposits of United States Government 
18. Deposits of States and political subdivisions 
19. Deposits of foreign governments and official institutions
20. Deposits of commercial banks
21. Certified and officers' checks, etc. 
N. TOTAL DEPOSITS
(a) Total demand deposits
(b) Total time and savings deposits
23. Federal funds purchased and securities sold uglier agreements to repurchase
24. Other liabilities for borrowed money
25. Mortgage indebtedness
26. Acceptances executed by or for account of this bank and outstanding
27. Other liabilities .....
28. TOTAL LIABILITIES











RESERVES ON LOANS AND SECURITIES
30. Reserve for bad debt losses on loins (set up pursuant to Internal Revenue Service rulings+
31. Other reserves on loans
32. Reserves on securities
33. TOTAL RESERVES ON LOANS AND SECURITIES
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
34. Capital notes and debentures
(specify interest rate and maturity of each issue outstanding)
35. Equity capital, total
Yreferra-stocit-total per value
(No. shares outstanding NONE 
117. Common stock-total par value
tp,jc,. shares mithori,ed___ L_74 000 14 000(No. alarm outstanding_r_ 1
38. Surplus, 
39. Undivided profits
40. Reserve for contingencies sad other capital 1111111111,141
41. TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
42. TOTAL LIABILITIES, RESERVES, AND CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
MEMORANDA
1. Average of total deposits for the 15 calendar days ending with call date
2. Average of total kpans for the 15 calendar days ending with call date
3. Unearned discount on instahnent loans included in total capital accounts
4. Standby letters of credit 
2 009 

































4 356  789 34
rWX4E
740 000 00
2 000 000  00




















































I, Joe Dick, President
is true and correct, CO the best of my knowledge and belief.
, of the above-named
Gamed-Attest





Slate of . Kentucky ' . cow, of Calloway ,n:r
---- Stiftrtn a pittlittiRregrbsfarritie Vti - ----- - 1444- .11/ c4cEZ' . _ ' -777
avid 1 berihy iertify that I amen?l an officer ot4Irodli; of ibis be










































































































































Pony League Mound Gem
Thomas Kendall racked up
another win in Pony League
play Thursday night as the ace
of the Astros' mound staff lost a
no-hitter in the last inning but
still gained a shutout win over
the Dodgers.
Leading 6-0 going into the top
of the seventh, the Astros
watched as a bunt single by Kim
Sims spoiled the no-hit bid.
Then with two out, Alan Gibbs
ripped one up the middle for the
second Dodger hit of the con-
test.
Kim Sims- hurled the first
three innings and allowed five
runs while Gibbs pitched three
innings and allowed a single
tally.
Kendall was super as usual.
He struck out 16 and walked
-only two batters.
The Astros scored three times
in the first inning to give
KencL311 all the support he
needed.
Kendall started the rally with
a triple and Craig Rogers and
Steve Dunn followed with
walks. Kendall scored on a wild
pitch for the first run, Mike
Kurz singled in the second run
and the final tally scored when
Mark Erwin reached base on an
error. The winners added single
runs in the second, third and
sixth innings.
For the Astros, Kendall paced
the attack with three hits while
John Denham had two. Also
hitting safely were Kurz and
David Stripling.
Telethon Horse Show To
Be Held At Wranglers
The West Kentucky-- Her- Club of Mayfield, the Reidland
seman's Association will Club of Paducah, the West
sponsor the annual Telethon McCracken Club of Paducah
Horse Show this Saturday and the West Kentucky Riding
The show will begin at 5 p. m. Club of Lone Oak.
and will be held at the
There will be 25 events forWranglers Club. All profits 
riders to participate in corn-from the show will be donated to . .
petition. Riders do not have tothe Telethon for Crippled
Children held each fall in
Paducah. 
be members of. the 
invited 
to
ride. The public is to
attend.The West Kentucky Hor-
seman's Association consists of The Wranglers Riding Club is
six riding clubs: the Wranglers located four miles east of
Riding Club of Murray, the Murray on the Van Cleve Road.
Calloway County Club of Food will be available at the





PITTSBURGH (AP) - No of-
fense, Joe DiMaggio; it was
just another night's work for
Willie Stargell.
"Milestones are to be enjoyed
once your career is over," Star-
gell said after his 361st career
homer tied him with DiMaggio
for 24th place on the all-time
major league list and secured
the Pittsburgh Pirates' 4-1 vic-
tory over the Los Angeles
Dodgers Thursday night.
"I know I've got two games









aren't going to be much help,"
Stargell said after the Pirate
victory.
'When you're playing you'
just have to grind it out," he
added.
Stargell ground itiput against
the Dodgers with a run-scoring
single that broke a 1-1 tie and a
two-run insurance homer off
Dodger rehever Mike Marshall:
The victory was the 10th in 13
games for the Pirates, who
moved six games ahead of the
idle Philadelphia Phillies in the
National League East. The
Dodgers dropped 10 games be-
hind the first-place Cincinnati
Reds in the West.
Cubs 3, Padres I
Ray Burris stopped San
Diego on eight hits and Chicago
scored a pair of unearned runs
in the second inning en route to
victory over the Padres.
With two out in the second in-
ning, Manny Trillo walked and
Steve Swisher doubled. Burris
then grounded to shortstop
Enzo Hernandez, who threw
wild past first as both runners
scored.
Burris had a three-hit shutout
going until there were two out
in the sixth inning. Bobby To-
Ian and Willie McCovey both
singled and Dave Winfield fol-




SWINGING AWAY-George Maar of the Calloway County 49ors, the new senior citizens' softball tease,
slaps a basehit in action Thursday night against the Graves County senior citizens' team.
Miller And Watson In
Tie For British Lead
CARNOUSTIE, Scotland
(AP) - Johnny Miller birdied
five of the first seven holes and
Tom Watson birdied three of
the first five to share the early
lead at nine under par in the
third round of the British Open
golf championship today.
Miller, a former U.S. Open
champion and three-time win-
ner on the U.S. tour so far this
year, made the turn in 31, five
under par, after starting the
day four strokes back of David
Huish, the Scottish teaching pro
who fired 67 for a 136 total and
the second-round lead.
Miller, using hot puttinLr
D' with birdies on the first sec-
ond, fifth, sixth and seventh
holes. He barely missed birdies
on the third. and fourth, putting
just short from nine and 15
feet. He also missed by two
inches on the eighth when a 25-
foot putt stopped just short of
the cup.
Watson, who was at 138, only
two strokes back of Huish at
the start of the day, birdied the
seond, third and fourth holes









Open 8:00 a. m. to 6:00 p.
m. everyday but Monday
On Poor Farm Rm.
1/2 mile West of Nor.
h -16th St.-
Standings
By The Assocsat.d Press
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
Pittsburgh 52 32 .619 -
Philphia 47 39 .547 6
New York 43 38 .531 71 7
St. Louis 40 43 .482 11',
Chicago 40 47 .460 13' 2
Montreal 34 45 .430 151 2
West
Cincinnati 57 29 .663 -
Los Angeles 48 40 .5.45 10
S.Francisco 40 45 .1 1 16'2
San. Diego 40 46 .465 17
Atlanta 36 48 .429 20
HOUS10(1 32 57 .360 261/2
Thursday's Results
Chicago 3, San Diego 1
Montreal at Atlanta, post-
poned
Pittsburgh 4, Los Angeles 1
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
San Francisco (Barr 6-7) at
Chicago (Bonham 8.6)
New York (Matlack 10-6 and
Tate 3.7) at Cincinnati (Nor
man 1-3 and Kirby 6.3), 2, (t-n)
San Diego (McIntosh 7-7 and
Folkers 36) at Pittsburgh (Roo-
ker 6-4 and Candelaria 3-1), 2,
('-n)
Montreal (Warthen 4-2) at At-
lanta (Niekro 87), (n)
Los Angeles (Rau 8-7) at St.
Louis (Forsch 8 7), (n)
Philadelphia (Christenson 3-
1) at Houston (Konieczny 49),
(n)
Saturday's Games
San Francisco at Chicago
Los Angeles at St. Louis
Montreal at Atlanta, 2, It-n)
New York at Cincinnati, (n)
San Diego at Pittsburgh, (n)
Philadelphia at Houston, (n)
Sunday's Games
San Diego at Pittsburgh
Montreal ast Atlanta
San Francisco at Chicago
New York at Cincinnati




W L Pct. GB
Boston 47 37 560 -
Milwaukee 45 40 .529 21/
New York 41 40 .524 3
Baltimore 40 42 .488 6
Cleveland _37 .46 .446 9I/7
Detroit 37 46 446 91/2
West
Oakland 53 31 .631 -
Kansas City 46 39 .541 .7v7
Texas 41 16 .471' 131/2
Chicago 38 44 .463 14
California AO 48 .455 15
Minnesota 38 47 .447 151/7
Thursday's Results
Boston 8, Texas 7
Minnesota 6, New York 3
Detroit 3, Kansas City 2
Baltimore 7, California 3
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Minnesota (Blyleven 6 1 and
Wiley 1 1) at New York (Gura
2-2 and Medich 7.10), 2, It n)
Texas (Hands 5.4) at Boston
(Lee 10-61, (n)
Detroit (Lolich 10 5) at Kan
sas City (Pattin 6-5), (n)
Chicago (Osteert. 4-6T at Mil
waukee (Sprague )-5 or Slaton
78), (n)
Cleveland (Harrison 3-2) at
California (Lange 3-1), (n)
Baltimore (TorreZ 9-5) at
Oakland (Blue 12-6), (n)
• • Saturday's Games
Texas at Boston
Baltimore at Oakland
-Minnefota at New York, (n)
Detroit at Kansas City, (n)
Chicago at Milwaukee, (0) -
Cleveland at California, (h)
Miller started the day at 140
and Watson at 138.
While they were ripping up
the 7,065-yard, par-72 Car-
noustie course, Huish, a 31-
year-old winner of the Scottish
pro title last month, dropped a
stroke on the third hole when
he missed a five-foot putt and
went to seven under.
Bobby Cole of South Africa,
who set a course record of 66
on Thursday for a 138, birdied
two of his first three holes to-
day to go eight under. - - -
Defending champion Gary
Player of South Africa, mean-
while, saw his hopes for a
fourth British Open title all but
disappear when he took a
triple-bogey seven on the tricky
18th and wound up with a 73-
219, three over par for three
rounds.
John Jacobs of San Diego
shot a 73-2/1 and Bob Gilder
of Corvallis, Ore., had a 75-
221
Rozelle Says Fewer Teams In




- The National Football
League would shrink near its
12-team status of 15 years ago
if players were allowed to jump
freely among teams, says Com-
missioner Pete Rozelle.
Rozelle, who concludes his
testimony today, was the final
witness for the league Thurs-
day in a lawsuit brought by 15
players to abolish the Rozelle
Rule.
That rule, part of the NFL
constitution, allows Rozelle to
take players or draft choices
from a team that signs away a
player from another club.
Rozelle, like other league wit-
nesses, said the draft of college
players and the option com-
pensation rule serve to spread
out football talent and keep a
competitive balance inthe NFL.
Without such rides, he said,
wealthy owners would sign up
the league's stars and many
clubs would fail.
"In my opinion, in a relative-
ly short period of time, you'd
be much closer to 12 teams
than 28, when the shakedown
was over," Rozelle said.
The NFL had 12 teams when
Rozelle became commissioner
and will expand from 26 to 28
next year. The NFL merged
with the American Football
League during Rozelle'S tenure.
The lawsuit contends the Ro-
zelle Rule violates federal anti-
trust laws. Testimony will con-
clude next week before U.S.
District Judge Earl R. Larson,
hearing the case without a
jury.
Although the suit was brought
by individual players, it is re-
garded as a major test of
strength between the club own-
ers and the NFL Players Asso-
ciation.
The rule was adopted by the
league in 1963. In each case,
Rozelle said, he has studied the
player involved, weighed the
need of the teams and looked at
comparable trades.
1974 Chevrolet Monte Carlo Coupe, 17,000 actual miles, air
and power, one owner, local car.
1973 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, 37,000 actual miles, one
owner, Paducah car, full power and air.
1972 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door hard top, air and power.
DM Chevrolet, power and air.
















4 What a buy! A six-pack of Pepsi-Cola Money-Eabk I "
Quarts. More than six five-ounce servings in every bottle, i
topped by a reseal cap that helps lock in that great Pepsi
taste. Money back, too. The refund means you only buy the i
_Pepsi, not the bottle. And they're easy to store, so there's /
always enough Pepsi on hand for family and friends. Get /
a six-pack of Pepsi in money-back quarts today!
i
I




Minnesota at New York
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger
Times by 5:30 p. m. are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p. m. and 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be placed before 6
. m.
0 s1441\1 1975 Murray-Callowa
DON. r 
County JayceeI\ ,__, 
P,
L Anew -1- —7"--- ri4i,VP` -
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MONDAY, JULY 14, 1975
5:00 P. M. - 4-H Rabbit Show
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Calvin Gets No-Hitter
In Park League Contest
The surging Cards reeled off
their sixth consecutive win in
Park League action Thursday
as they clipped the Braves 4-3.
Kelly Calvin threw a no-hitter
for the winners as the Cards
raised their season record to 7-
3. With the loss, the Braves fall
to 4-6.
Calvin fanned 12 batters and
walked eight. James Kendall
went the distance for the Braves
and gave up two hits. Kendall
fanned 11 and walked nine.
Landolt-Apperson
Win Night Owl Play
. Gene Landoll and -Rainey
Apperson defeated Ed
Chrisman and Betty Jo Purdom
to take the title in the Night Owl
Mixed Doubles Thursday at the
Murray Country Club.
I.andolt and Apperson,
making a rather unusual
looking pair because of Lan-
dolt's lauge 6,5 frame and Ap- _
person's petite figure won the -
first set 6-3 and battled to win
the second set and the match 7-
5
In the consolation semifinals,
Buddy Farris and Jennye Sue
Smock won in a pro set, 8-2 over
Walt Apperson and Janet
Housden. Sammy Housden and
Mary Beshear won 8-5 over Ron"
Beshear and Patsy Dennison.
The finals of the consolation
were washed away last night























The game was scoreless going
into the bottom of the third..
With one out, Kevin Crawford
walked and Kelly Calvin
followed with a homer over the
rightfield fence to give the
Cards a 2-0 edge. It was Calvin's
sixth homer of the year, putting
him in the league lead.
In the top of the fourth, Calvin
walked the bases loaded with
nobody out. With one out, he
walked in a run and then two
errors gave the Braves a 3-2
lead. Calvin fanned the last two
batters to work out of the jam.
In the last of the fourth,
Trevor Mathis was hit by a
pitch and Mike Davis walked.
After one was out, Dave Whitten
walked and the bases were
loaded.
Calvin walked to drive in a
run and tie the score at 3-3. Rob
Marquardt was called out on
strikes and the Braves hustled
off the field, thinking it was the
third out.
Davis came trotting in from
third base and scored what
proved to be the eventual run as
he stole home.
The Braves got men to second
and third on wpiks and steals in
the top of the fifth with only one
out. But Calvin retired the next
two men tot) seal the win.
, Besides Calvin's homer, the
only other hit was a single by
Todd Ross. The win keeps the
Cards in second, one game
behind the league-leading
Yanks.
In the other Park League
contest Thursday, the Cubs
defeated the Twins. No further
inlorinan
Palmer Honored
NORWALK, Conn. (AP) —
Arnold Palmer was named
"Man of the Silver Era" (1950-
1975) in golf by Golf Digest
magazine Thursday.
Palmer, who has captured 61
professional tournaments in-
cluding the Masters four times,
the British Open twice and the
U.S. Open once, was selected
as "the man who has made the
greatest contributions to the
game over the past quarter
century."
He will be honored at a din-
ner on Aug. 5, in Akron, Ohio.
FOOTBALL . .
NEW YORK — The New
York Jets acquired running
back Bob Gresham from the
Houston Oilers for defensive
tackle John Little in a National
Football League trade.
winAND The New Or. • *A"/f'*'NL******/fn***4)4t-**Ags******************-4"41-*4et-**)4C***A(**#44
RACER SCHOOL—The afternoon
toadies Jim Calvin (left) and Fred
camp for girls.
class of the Racer Basketball School poses with Racer basketball
Overton. The camp ends today. Next week, Murray State will hold a
(Buff Pio% by Ethe BraNdee)
RACER SCHOOL-111waserning class of the-bier Basketball Scheel poses with Cella AO COMO (left)
and Fred Overton of the Murray State basketball staff. The school for first through fourth graders is being
held this week.
Reggie Smith Picked As One
Of Reserves Ter 111. AII-Stars
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) —
Three Philadelphia Phils, two
Pittsburgh Pirates and one
player from each of six other
National League clubs were
chosen today by Manager Walt
Alston as National League AllS-
tar reserves for Tuesday's
game against the American
League All-Stars at Milwaukee.
Philadelphia selections were
outfielder Greg Luzinksi, the
league leader in home runs and
runs batted in, and the second
base-shortstop combination of
Dave Cash and Larry Bowa.
Manny Sanguillen was named
backup for starting catcher
Johnny Bench of Cincinnati,
and outfielder Al Oliver is
Pittsburgh's other reserve play-
er.
The remaining six reserves
are Tony Perez, Cincinnati, and
Bob Watson, Houston, first
base; Bill Madlock, Chicago,
third base; and outfielders Reg-
gie Smith of St. Louis, Bobby
Murcer of San Francisco and
Gary Carter of Montreal.
In addition to Bench, the
Reds have second baseman Joe
Morgan, shortstop Dave Con-
cepcion und outfielder Pete
Rose in a starting lineup that
includes St. Louis outfielder
Lou Brock and three of Alston's
Los Anseles Dodvers.
Starters"for the Dodgers, who
also have three men on the
nine-man pitching staff, are
Steve Garvey 1b, Ron C,ey 3b,
and Jimmy Wynn, outfield.
Today's reserve selectioris
left the New York Mets, San
Diego and Atlanta with only
pitching staff representation on
the NI. team.
Alvin Dark Ignores Voting By
Fans And Passes Up Seconds
By BRUCE LOWITT
The remaining two backup
AP Sports Writer
..outfielders are Boston rookie
NEW YORK ( AP) — It fig-
ured that Alvin Dark wouldn't
go strictly by the numbers
when he filled out his roster of
American League all-stars.
The numbers were the record
7,357,811 ballots cast by the
fans for the players of their
choice. As a result, Dark's Oak-
land A's and the New York
Yankees have a monopoly on
the starting lineup next Tues-
day night in Milwaukee.
But Dark also ignored some
of those fan-mailed numbers.
Being runner-up in the voting
didn't automatically mean
being an all-star reserve. In
some cases the second-place,
third-place and further-down-
the-list-place players were by-
passed by Dark.
The least surprising reserve
named Thursday was Mil-
waukee's Hank Aaron, named
to his 25th all-star squad and
his first as an American Leag-
uer. The Brewers' designated
hitter was eighth in voting
among AL outfielders.
Aaron was selected to 24 in
the National League with the
Milwaukee and Atlanta Braves
(sitting out an all-star game in
1962 with an injury) and was
traded to the Brewers last win-
ter after surpassing Babe
Ruth's record 714 career home
runs. If he plays Tuesday night,
he'll tie the record of 24 all-star
appearances by Willie Mays
and Stan Musial.
Aaron said he was proud to
said-he-was
sure whether he would be able
Reserves Sanguillen, Perez, to play because of an injured
Cash, Madlock, and Bowa all shoulder. 
ransecond at their positions in Oakland's Claudell Washing-
thet  and Clevellind's GeorgeAll-Star balloting. Luzinski
Hendrick were also selected bypolled fifth high among the out-
fielders, behind Smith. Dark as reserve outfielders, de-
spite the fact they didn't evenMurcer, who was on the last
four American League All-Star show up among the fans' top 12
teams as a New York Yankee, choices.
was the. eighth-high outfielder a
in the voting, while Carter and




McGinnis, star forward with
the Indiana Pacers of the
American Basketball Associ-
iition for four years, signed a
fix-year..contract for a reports•cl
82.9 million with the Phila-
delphia 76ers of the National
Basketball Association.
Miss Your Paper?
Fred Lynn, who managed
fourth in the voting as a write-
in candidate, and Kansas City's
Hal McRae, sixth in the ballot-
ing but chosen over the Texas
Rangers' slump-ridden Jeff
Burroughs.
Lynn and first baseman Mike
Hargrove of the Rangers were
the only runners-up in the vot-
ing who were named to the AL
roster by Dark.
Catchers Ray Fosse of Oak-
land, Carlton Fisk of Boston
and Ellie Rodriquez of Califor-
nia were 2-3-4 in the voting but
Dark opted for fifth-place Bill
Freehan of Detroit as his No...2,
man.
The New York Yankees'
Chris Chambliss and Balti-
more's Lee May were 3-4
among first basemen but the
next two in line — Carl Yastr-
zemski of Boston and George
Scott of Milwaukee — got the
nod from Dark.
Similarly, Dark bypassed
Kansas City's Cookie Rojas,
Baltimore's Bobby Grich and
the Yanks' Sandy Alornar to
name Jorge Orta of Chicago as
a reserve second baseman.
He also overlooked Oakland's
Sal Bando and Cleveland's Bud-
dy Bell to pick rookie Dave
Chalk of California at third
base and chose Chicago's
Bucky Dent over runner-up
candidate Robin Yount of Mil-
waukee for reserve shortstop
duty.
Vernon's Inc.







75% Liquidation Sale is going on now at Vernon's. We
are going to remodel our store to better serve you, our
customer.
Most merchandise at 1/2 off.
Much at less than 1/2 price.
Nothing at regular price.
—Prizegurviil be Given AWayn.
450® Bedroom Suite
40e Saddle Tappan Range
Plus 7 Other Prizes
-Ws=
Boot &Shoe Department
Western Department Shoe Repair Department
Just Received New Shipment
American Indian
leans Saints dealt running back
Jess Phillips to the Oaklandir
Raiders in exchange for an un-*
disclosed draft choice.
To the thousands of employers who have
signed the Statement of Support for the
Guard and Reserve, our sincere thanks
To those who haven't, please think it over
It's one of the best investments you can
make And a commitment to your own
conscience.
Today, this vital volunteer force repre-
sents almost 30% of our entire military
personnel—at a cost of only 5% of our
entire defense budget You, as an em-
ployer, can help keep the Guard and
Reserve trained and ready. This means all
employers—the large, small, and those in
between Everyone who knows and values
the freedom we live in
Your signature on the Statement of
Support is a pledge to back your employ-
ees who serve in the Guard and Reserve.
It's an assurance that a couple of weeks
on military duty won't limit their job
opportunities And for you, it means more
productive, more responsible employees
To receive your Statement of Support
or more information, write. EMPLOYER
SUPPORT, Arlington, VA 22202.
EMPLOYER SUPPORT Of




Come Out 8, See Them
AMMO.
THURSDAY, JULY 17, 1975
1:00 P. M. -Kiddies Day
6:00 P. M. -4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:30 P. M. - Ronnie Milsap Show
WEDNESDAY, JULY 16, 1975
io: 00 A. M. -Jersey Cattle Show
5 00 P. M. - Open Rabbit Show




Children -50 cents Children under 6-Free
1975 Datsun Station Wagon
to be given away
Saturday, July 19
Donated by Murray Datsun, Inc.
$100 TUESDAY; JULY 15, 1975
io : 00 A. M. - Holstein-Friesian Cattle Show










Reserved 'V° & $350
Reserved Tickets maybe ob-
tained from. . . Peoples Bank,
Bank of Murray, Long J6hn
Silvers, Montgomery WardL
These tickets iOludes admission
-to the faipand grand stand 5 ;90
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1:00 p.m. - Channel 12 -
'Rarawa Beachead," World
War II action and romance
with Kerwin Mathews and
Ray Danton. Runs 90 min.
2:00 p.m. - Channel 29 -
"Rawhide Romance,"
Western adventure with
Buffalo Bill, Jr. Runs 60
min.
8:00 p.m. - Channel 3 -
"Sweet November,"
Unusual relationship
between a bohemian New
Yorker and a tasid English-
man whom she invites to
share her flat. Stars Sandy
Llennis and Anthony
Newley. Runs 2 hrs. 15 min.
8:00 p.m. - Channel 6 -
"One, Two, Three," James
Cagney's last screen
performance to date set
amid Cold War tensions in
now with three astronauts
from suspended animation.
Stars John Saxon. Runs 2
hrs.
7:00 p.m. - Channel 29 -
"Rawhide Romance,"
Western action with Buffalo
Bill, Jr. Runs 60 min.
10:15 p.m. - Channel 3 -




bandits. Stars Alex Nicol.
Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 p.m. - Channel 6 -
"Deadlock," a city ghetto





7:00 p.m. - Channel 6 -
"The Rangers," TV-movie
on which 'Sierra' series was
based. Stars Colby Chester.
Dastin. Runs- 2- _94 Ic_1146...
12:00 Midnight -
Channel 29 - "My Irish
Molly," Binkie Stuart and
Maureen O'Hara in a tale
about an orphan tyke.
SUNDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
1:00 p.m. - Channel 6 -
"Batman," the coped
crusader vs. arch villians„-
bent on controlling--the
world. Stars Adam West
and Burt Ward. Runs 1 hr.
45 min.
1:30 p.m. - Channel 12 -
"The Brothers Rico,"
Richard Conte portrays the
unwitting pawn in a syn-
dicate plot to kill his
brother. lions 90 min.
2:30 p.m. - Channel 29
"Quicksand," Coincidences
draw young mechanic into
life of crime. Stars Mickey
Rooney and Peter Lorre.
Runs 90 min.
6:30 p.m. - Channel 3 -
"Strange New World," sees
teh earth 180 years from
8:30 17.221. - Channel 6 -
"A Matter of Wife.. .and
Death," Rod Taylor as a
private detective looking
for the murderers of an old
friend. Runs 90 min.
10:30 km. - Channel 3 -
"Get Christie Love!," the
pilot for the TV series stars
Teresa Graves as a female
police detective. Runs 90
min.
11:00 p.m. - Channel 12 -
"Lizzie," Eleanor Parker
stars as a woman suffering
from a split personality.
Runs 1 hr. 40 min.
11:05 pail. Channel 29 -
"No Place for Jennifer,"
formula,, plot about a sen-





3:30 p.m. - Channel 3 -
"Lisa," a conscience-
stricken Dutch policeman
tries to help a refugee reach
Palestine. Runs 2 hrs.
nntal
National Public Radio examines the
200-war-old expenment we call America.
You are invited to join in the discussion
following.





Hark possible tis a grant from
New England Mutual Life Insurance Company
WKMS _FM 91.3
SUNDAY, JULY 13, 7: 30 pm
"THE VOICE OF MSU
PROGRAM INFORMATION
alms-
FRI. JULY 11 -•




5 30-(new time) Options!




8 00 a. m.-Weekend Sounds
9:15-China Magazine
9_30-- Focus on Health
10 1--World of Music




4 00-All Things ConsiderTed
(every day of week)
5 30 Men and Molecules
45 00-Sensing the Nevirs
6 10- Ky Farm Bureau
10:00-Close to You
• SUN. JULY 13
8 00 a. m.-Changed Lives with
Ben Haden
8:30-Clear Creek Country
8 45-God's News Behind the
News •••
9 1-Weekend Allegro
1:00-Folk Music and Bernstein




-61 U8010-1, Metstaeri,- *enable-is,
Milhaud
Y_gices in the Wind
MON. JULY 11
10-00-Reger- Carroll .
lip 20 Overseas Mission
11-noon-Master works Hour (M
F1
6:00-Opt ioni : "A. J. Liebling
Convention" part II
9:00-Folk Festival USA: Bound
for Glory-tribute to Woody
Guthrie
TUES. JULY IS
10 :00-MuSic and the Spoken
Word
noon -- Bach's Lunch
1-3-Midday Classics (M F
3:35-Here's to Veterans
6:00-Firing Line with William F.
Buckley
7:00:NPR pecital Hall : (recorded
in the • concert hall of the
Kennedy Center) Elly
Ameling, soprano and Dalton
Baldwin, pianist performing
works by Schubert -
WED. JULY 16
9:3C a. m.(weekly)-National
'Town Meeting: "Is There Too
'Much Government
Regulation?"' .with Sen.
Robert Taft, Gong. Brock
Adams and moderator, Eileen
Shanahan •
10. 30--jazz Revisited
12:30- Power I ine
5:30-Options: "Values"
7:00--From the Record Library
(MW F
• THURS. JUIY. 17
"-16•90=otelverence-Wellr -51,0w




I by 1E G-.8urruars
7:30 p.m. --Channel 3 -
"Say, Good-bye, Maggie
Cole," Susan Hayward
stars as a widowed doctor
who retruns to active
practice Runs 90 min.
10:30 p.m. - Channel 12 -
"Blood and Roses," Stulish
tale of vampirism amid
Italian aristocrats. Stars
Mel Ferrer, Elsa Mar-
tinelli. Runs 1 hr., 35 min.
11:15 p.m. -Channel 29 -
"Impact," a man goes to




3:30 p.m. - Channel 3 -
"The Third Day,"




Ashley. Runs 2 hrs. -
7730 '--1..eharac-1-0.--.-•
"The Sex Symboi,'-'- stars
Connie Stevens in the role
of the rise and fall of a
neurotic Hollywood star.
Runs 90 nlin.
10:30 p.m. - Channel 3 -
"Death Cruise," Three
couples Win an all-expense-
paid vacation, and once on
board ship, realize that
they are marked for death.
Stars Michael Constantine
Runs 90 min.
10:30 p.m. - Channel 12 -
"The Connection," Double
and triple-crosses con-
cerning a jewel heist and
efforts to arrange an' in-
termediary deal. Runs 90
min.
11:05 p.m. - Channel 29 -
"Oh; Boy!," English
comedy about American




3:30 p.m. - Channel 3 -
"A Yank at Eton," Mickey
Rooney cavorts as an
American boy trying to
adjust to British prep
school. Runs 2 hrs.
8:00 p.m. - Channel 6 -
"The Young Savages,"
New York's Spanish
Harlem is the setting for
this story of teen-age
killers. Stars Burt Lan-
caster. Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 p.m. - Channel 12 -
"The Jerusalem File,"
Students become involved
in the 1967 Arab-Israeli
conflict. Runs 1 hr. 55 min.
11:05 p.m. - Channel 29 -
"The Adventures of Sadie,"
Girl stranded on a desert





1:15 p.m. - Channel 6 -
Baseball
3:30 p.m. - Channel 3 -
British Open: Closing play,
taped in Scotland
3:30 p.m. - Channel 12 -
Sports Spectacular: U.S.-
USSR track meet; diving
6:00 p.m. - Channel 29 -
Wrestling
10:30 p.m. - Channel 6 -
Tennis All-Star Match:
East vs. West at Los
Angeles
SUNDAY SPORTS
3:30 p.m. - Channel 3.
Pro Tennis: Smith-King vs.
Liver-Goolagong Cawley
3:30 p.m. - Channel 6 -
Women's Golf: 45,000
Borden Classic
3:30 p.m. - Channel 12 -








7:00 p.m. --Channel 3 -
"Trouble Comes To Town,"
southern sheriff brings
northern black youngster
into his home. Stars Lloyd
Bridges. Runs 90 min.
7:00 p.m. - Channel 12 -
"The Wicked Dreams of
Paula Schultz," Elke
Sommer stars as East
German pole vaulter who
defects to the West. Runs 90
min.
8:30 p.m - Channel 12 -
"The Last Run," stars
George C. Scott as a
getaway driver for the
underworld who's been
lured out of retirement.
Runs 90 min.
10:30 p.m. - Channel 12 -
"Mokel Shop," Los Angeles
is the setting for a
disillusioned architect torn
between a mistress and a
French transient. Runs 1
hr. 50 min.
f 11:05 p.m. - Channel 29 -
"The Mad .Ghoul," ,Evil
doctor turns assistant into a
mindless robot to do his
bidding.
12:00 Midnight -
Channel 3 - "Song of the
Thin Man,- Nick and Nora
ChorIes (William Powell
.and Myra Loy) investigate






problems. What they haven't
had is solutions. Kentucky
Educational Television (KET)
offers sbme answers on
"Consumer Survival Kit,"
Tuesday, July 15, at 7:30 p. m.
(CDT).
"Supermarket Strategy"
considers current soaring food
prices and suggests a bit of
strategy to relieve some of the
pain of grocery shopping.
Host Lary Lewman in-
troduces the "new con-
sumer"...a tougher, more
skeptical shopper who has
managed to outwit the lures and
traps set for him by super-
market executives, and created
a brave new world of super-
aware consumers.
Where most of our food
dollars go, appropriate sub-
stitutes, the food stamp and
federally-funded lunch
programs are all part of KET s
information-packed "Consumer
Survival Kit," Tuesday, July 15




0 .-...........„ TV GUIDE SATURDAY EVENING, JULY 12, 1975 
SCHEDUti
WPSD-6 KFVS-12 WSIL-3 T WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSM-4
,...4.*:-................... -......0.01.0
6:00 Summar 7:00 Yogi 10;3Q Movie 6:30 Gow. Hr. 6:30 Summer &on. 8:00 Agriou I.6.30 Atop Fence
71)0 Addams
.
6' 3° N. e 7:25 Schoolhouse 11:46 Little Rase. 7130 Yoill
7:00 Martian 6:30 Form Dig
7.30 Wheelie
..*7
7.00 "'Ionian ' - 7:30 Bugs Bunny 12:00 Fellowship 7:30 Bugs Bunny 7:30 
Speed 0099Y 7:00 Addams
8 00 t. ingrgency 7 30 Speed BuSIBY. 8:00 Hong Kong 12:30 Flicks 8:00 Kung Phooey 8:00 Jeannie
7:30 Willy
8:30 Run Joe 800 Jeannie 8:30 Gilligan 1:00 Lost/Space 8:30 Gilligan 8:30 Pebbles 8:00 E merger:icy
9:00 Land Lost 8 30 Pebbles 9:00 Devlin 2:00 Movie 9:00 Pop
eye 9:00 Sccroby Ooo 8:30 Run Jo*
9: 30 Sigmund 9:00 Scooby Doo 9:30 Lou 3:00 M. Adams 9:30 Lassie 9:30 Shazam 9:00 La
nd Lost
143:00P Panther 9:39 Stmliant 10:00 Superfriands 4:00 Lone Ranger
10:00 Super Friende 10:00 Dinosaurs 9:30 Sigmund
10:30 Star Trek 10:00 Dinowurs 10:56 Schoolhouse 5:00 Chempions 11:00 Soul Train 10:30 
Hudson Bros. 10:00 P. Panther
1100 Jetsans 10:30 Hudson 1100 These Days 6:00 Wrestling 12:00 Am. Band
11:00 Globetrotters'103051w Trek
11 .30 Tennis 11:00 Globetrotters 11:30 Bandstand 6:30 J. Dean 1:00 Tennis
11:30 Fat Albert 11:00 Jetsons
1:00 Baseball
.
11:30 Fat Albert 12:30 Travel - 7:30 Music 2:30 Champions 12:00 Town Coun
c. 11:30G01
4:00 Tennis 12:00 Film Fest. 1:00 Tennis 8:00 H. Thompson 3:30 Sportsmen 1:00 C
omm. Cent. 12:00 Mayberry
5:3O News 1:00 Matinee 3:00 Welty 8:30 K. Wells 4:00 Sports 1:30 
Innverspace 1:00 Sports
8:00 Nens Beat 2:30 P.A. Forum 3:30 TBA 9:06 Mai . Adams 5:30 Reasoner
2:00 Movie 4:00 Wilburn
6:30 Accent 3:00 Good News 4:00 Sports 10:00 Ribeirao 6:00 T. Armstrong 
4:30 P. Mason 4:30 Pop Goes
7:00 Movie 3:30 Sports 5:30 News - 10.30 Kirshner 6:30 Special 5:30 
News 5:00 P. Wagoner
8:30 Movie 5:00 News 6:00 L. Welk 12:00 Movie 7:00 L. Welk 
8:00 Hai HIMI 5:30 Nash. Music
10:00 News 5:30 News 7:00 Cloasup 8:00 Football
7:00 All Family 6:00 Scene/Six
10:30 Movie 6:00 Hee Hav. 8:00 Movie 11:00 Wrateling
7:30 Jeffersons 6:30 B. Goldsboro
7:00 All Family 11:03 News 12:00 Rock Conc. 8:00 M.T. Moore 7:00 Emergency
7:30 Jefferson' 11:15 News _ 1;31.kftlell 8:308. Newhart 8:00 Movie
8:00 M.T. Moore 11:30 Sammy/Co. 9:00 Mows 10:25 ScenefTen
8:308. Newhart 10:00 News 10:55 Theatre
9:00 Moses 10:33 Movie
10:00 News -ii. Marathon
10:30 Virginian
12:00 With Ring
Washoe, the Chimp who
talks-with her hands, stars in
KET's Nova adventure,
Tuesday, July 15, at 8 p. m
(CDT).
"The First Signs of Washoe"
revolves around the chim-
panzee who has been taught to
communicate in American sign
language-the language of the
deaf-and now there's no
stopping her.
Five years in the making, the
unusual film offers proof that
chimps are capable of using
sign language in a variety of
ways. It explores Washoe's
growth and development in her
"native habitat," the Univer-
sity of Nevada. •
She calls ducks, "water bird-
s," and when shes mad at her
teacher he is "dirty Roger."
When no one is looking she
steals soda pop and as she
skinnies up a tree she tells
herself "up-hurry."
Nova's Science Adventure
For Curious Grownups, The
First Signs Of Washoe.-
Tuesday, July 15, at 8 p m
(CDT).
BEE GEES ARE 29
NEW YORK ( AP) -The Bee
Gees opened the first leg of a
three-month, 60-concert U.S.
tout on May 30.
The tour celebrates their 2001
anniversary as a performing
group. The Bee Gees made
their first appaar.sace in..19k5 at
etnerna in their hometown of
Manchester, England. Bam
Gibb was 8 and Robin and
Maurice Gibb were 5.-
-.„
TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, JULY 13, 1975 SCHEDULE
.WPSD-6 KFVS 12
700 Ansvver
7 30 Gospel Sing.














































WS11-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSM-4
7.00 Story 8:00 Music Train 6:30 Bapt.'Ch. 600 Summer Sam. .7:20 Farm
7:30 Discovery 8:30 Young/Heart 7:00 Worship 7:00 Your Church 7:30 Go. Hr.
600 J. Robison 9:00 Blue Ridge 7:00 J. Swaggert 7:30 Jubilee 8:30 Discovery
8: 30 0. Roberts 9:30 Movie 8:00 Amazing Grace 8:00 C. Tipton 9:00 Herald
9:00 Gosp. Hr. 1100 Church 8:30 3 Stooges 8:30J. Robison 9:30 Dimensions
10:00 Goober 12:001 Doan 9:30 R. Humbard 9:00 Good News 10:00 Worship
10:30 Make Wish 12:30 Ames. Grace 10:30 Baps. Ch. 9:30 0. Roberts 10:30 It's Written
11:00 Korg 1:00 Miracles 11:30 News Conf. 10:00 Tony & Susan 11:00 Urban Low
11:30 Arn. Outdoor 1:30 Medix 12:00 Soul City 10:30 Face Nation 11:30 Meet/Press




























































DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY Daytime Schedule Does Not Change































10:00 Now You See







































2:25 Local News 8:30 Green Acres
2:30 Gall. Gourmet 9:00 Movie
3:00 LucY 10:30 It Pays
3:30 Uncle Briggs 11:0  Parlerrord --
4:30 Batman 11:30 Split Second
5:00 Lone Ranger 12:00 All Child.
5:30 Report 1230 Make Deal
5:46 Contact 1:00 Pyramid -
.6:00 Rifleman -.. 1:30 Showdown ,




4:30 Dateline . 1:30 Edge Nig it 2'30 Surviv. Mar
5:00 News 2:00 Price Right 3:00 Somerset
6:30 Dateline 2:30 Match GMT, 3:30 Flintstones
5:00 Concentration \• Stan Goner Pyle 400 Beam
, 3:30 Gilligan 4:30 Lucy
4:00 Big Show 5 00 Family Aft
5:25 Weather '5 30 NOW/
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TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, JULY 16,1975 SCHEDULE
















5 30 C. Pete
6 00 3 Stooges
6 76 Weather _
.630 Nem- - -
7 00 That's Mane -.
' 7 3Z) Movie
: 9.00 Beretta
10 00 News
10 30 World Ent.
' 12 00 News








' 6 30 Name Tune


















TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, JULY 17 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSO-6 KFVS-12 WSIL 3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC 5 WSM-4






• .5:30 C. Pete. .
. ISCO I
, 6. 25 Weather
5 00 Lone Ranger
5 30 News
6 00 Rifleman








9 00 Mown' On







7 90 B Miller
7 30 Texas Wheel














; 9.00 Harry 0
' 10 00 News
' 10 30 World F. nt
TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, JULY 18, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPS11-6 KFVS-1 2 WSIL-3










6 30 Trees Hunt
7 00 Movie




5 00 C Pete
5 25 Weather











6 30 Sunset Strip
7 30 M. Douglas
9.05 PTL Club
*1-426





12 00 Clayton star
'










41 00 Pot Woman
10 00 Scene/Ten
id 30 Tonight
t 12 00 Torraorsov.
•
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Several Factors Associated Communications Training Held For Corrections Staff Members
With Pinkeye Cattle Disease
seem to be immune from fur-
ther infection, but they can
serve as a source of infection for
other animals.
Miksch and Absher say there
is no single cure-all for pinkeye.
The 'answer" to the problem in
This is the time of year when
cattlemen may notice that
animals in their herd are in-
fected with pinkeye. Scientists
have not been able to identify
with certainty the cause of
pinkeye or the way it spreads,
according to Duane Miksch,
Extension veterinarian, and
Curtis Absher, Extension beef
cattle specialist, both with the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
Miksch and Absher point out
that a bacterial organism called
Moraxella bovis can often be
found in eyes inrected by 3. Fly control. A dust bag or
pinkeye. This organism can live face wiper containing in-
in face flies for up to three days, secticide and placed so that the
and an outbreak of pinkeye is cattle are forced to bump their
often associated with a high heads against it provides the
face fly population. A virus most effective means of con-
disease called infectious bovine trolling face flies. It can be
rhinotracheitis ( IBR ) is placed in a gateway through
sometimes associated with which the animals must pass to
pinkeye. Irritants such as in- get water, or hung in the front of
tense sunlight, dust, pollen, a mineral or salt feeder.
seeds, awns, and tall grass Backrubbers will also provide
seem to increase the severity of some control of face flies. Fly
the disease, control should begin early in the
The disease occurs more fly season.
often in cattle with un- 4. Immunization., an ef-
pigmented skin around the fective vaccine is not avaibble
eyes, but several infections are for use agains the Moraxella
not uncommon in cattle which bovis organism. Mixed bovine
have pigmented skin around the vaccines have apprently helped
eyes. in some herds. All herds of
Cattle which have had cattle should be vaccinated
pinkeye and recovered from it routinely for IBR. This should
be done under the guidance of a
veterinarian, since there is a
possibility of IBR vaccine in-
ducing abortion.
5. Treatment. Several an-
tibacterial preparations are
useful in treating pinkeye: If
one instance may have little or treatment is needed, the
ti8 'Wreathe/On yarde We-P*1)&114's: '1"4614-
both eyes of all cattle in the
herd, thereby reducing the
source of new,infections.
Eyes affected by pinkeye
should be protected from
sunlight and other irritants, The
animal can be confined to a
dark pen, the eyelids can be
sutured together, or a patch can. .
placed over the eye ..A simPproblems, but there
evidence that levels of Vitamin patch made of burlap and held -
A over and above normal
different herd. However, close
attention to the following fac-
tors may reduce the number of
cases of the disease or its
severity. ,
1. Vitamin A nutrition.
Vitamin A helps keep the eye
healty. A deficiency of this
vitamin can cause eye
requirements can prevent
pinkeye. Unless cattle have
in place with back tag cement is
effective, and commercial
patches are also available.
O'er 7 p.m. Meat be II veers old
Have Proof In Your Pocket
This Thursday-Friday & Saturday Mite
"Choctaw11
$200.4
ZZ -Top Rock Group from Milan, Tenn.
Friday Nite-DraftBeer Special - 25'
Let's Chop-Chop Down To Ray's Lounge
suffered from a severe
deficiency of vitamin A in the
winter they should be getting
enough of the vitamin if they
are on good pastures.
Deficiencies may occur,
however, if cattle are grazing
pastures affected by dry
weather. If a deficiency is
suspected, supplemental
vitamin A should be supplied by
injection.
2. Pasture management.
Pastures should be clipped to
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
-notion that prison guards are
mean, potbellied, stickwielding
''turnkeys" with little in-
telligence is a vanishing
stereotype.
A short visit to the state
Bureau of Corrections Staff
Development Center at the
Blackburn Correctional
Complex at Lexington will go a
long way toward destroying
that unflattering image.
Tenty officers from all but
two of the state's seve11-
correctional facilities recently
plays the role of an inmate and
another officer plays himself.
Facing each other in chairs in
the middle of the classroom, the
two hash out the "inmate's"
problem. And it's all recorded
on video tape for instant discussio .replay-
likceomon ipgres,
at least as
depicted by the officers, ranged
from late mail deliveries to poor
officer behavior to loneliness.
The way the officer handled the
"inmate's- complaint was
. rated by Selby .as he played a
video tape of the discussion.
eliminate seed heads and to spent eight hours a day for five. _ _Criteria used in juding the
keep stubble below eye level. days learning new laws
governing inmate behavior,
studying the different social
cultures which produce inmates
and sharpening their com-
munications skills.
According to Mike Selby, one
of the program's two in-
structors, the training is part of
the state's first organized effort
to train every officer in the
system and also marks a
departure from the primarily
security-oriented programs of
the past.
The new program was
developed by the Correctional
Training Division of the state
Justice Department's Bureau of
Training. The stiff, which in-
cluded Selby, at the staff
development center is provided
by that division.
Selby said all 540 state
corrections officers will go
through the training, which will
stretch in one-week segments
from January to December,
1975. The largest groups are
expected from the state
reformatory at LaGrange (230)
and the penitentiary. at Ea-
-arting ( 180 r • - -
One of the recent contingents
was comprised of 18 men from
LaGrange, Eddyville, Fren-
chburg and Blackburn and two.
women from the state's only
women's insititution, near
Pewee Valley. Most of them
were middle-aged, had been on
the job a few yearsend revealed
in separate interviews that they
weren't overly enthusiastic
about leaving home for a week
in "school.".
".But after I got here. I fpund
the training and insti-uctors to
be very helpful," said Joe
Buster, a handsome, well-
dressed man in his 50's, who is a
veteran officer at the refor-
matory.
Buster, along with other
veterans, said the training,
which leans heavily on
developing communications
skills, was -far better than
anything I've had. . . because
it's more in-depth than our
programs at the reformatory.
"Upgrading corrections of-
ficer training has been long
overdue," he said.
The program's focal point,
called "interpersonal com-
munications," was a one-on-one




The Sperry New Holland Golden Combines
ced capacity, comfort, and convenience!
GOLDEN '1500' COMBINE
with Direct-Cut Header
Balanced capacity between cylinder, sei-
arating and cleaning components!
Big 50 inch combine with plenty of power to
move through the heaviest harvests!





• Available with gasoline
or diesel engine!
• Extra clean, quiet cab!











to listen and help and caring.
Selby and the "inmates" gave
most of the officers high marks,
at least higher than they were
at the beginning of the week




favorable to Selby's approach,







Bureau of Prisons in 1968.
Still, despite the good rating
given the program by the of-
ficers and Selby's own en-
thusiasm, he would-011f like to
see a follow-up, study to
determine the program's real
effects. The "acid test," he
said, would be a controlled
sampling of inmates conducted
at certain intervals after
training sessions.
Selby, a native Missourian
who has served as probation
and parole officer and worked
at the Clearinghouse for Ex-
Offenders at Louisville, said the
ability for corrections officers
"just to talk to inmates", has
grown more important as
prison caseworkers get bogged
down with larger caseloads.
"The officers are continually
on the firing line," Selby said.
"They're the ones inmates deal
with the most and they have to
be prepared to at least screen
their gripes and problems."
Selby said officers are forced
to strike a delicate balance
between firmness and fairness.
Most officers, he said, really
want to help inmates in their
change.
But, he added, officers have
to be on the lookout for inmate
"gaming" and "tricks," which
are used by inmates to distract
officers while other inmates are
up to some unauthorized
behavior.
"Corrections officers have to
be a lot of things," Selby said.
"They have to be kind and
understanding, yet not be
pushovers for inmate antics. We
hope this training program
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Two Sides Of Cher Revealed In
Separate Incidents This Week
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Two
sides of television superstar
Cher were revealed this week
An separate but equally reveal-
ing instances.
Statements she made about
the divorce action she filed
against her husband of .nine
days revealed a flighty, in-
decisive nature. But Cher
emerged as a level-headed,
strong-willed woman in grand
jury testimony surrounding the
drug overdose death of a rock
musician.
The 29-year-old singer-come-
dienne was credited with sav-
ing the life of another rock mu-
sician who attended a party
last September at which Aver-
age WHite Band performer
Robbie McIntosh, 28, died of a
drug overdose.




1 Flap 5 Objected
4 Flat fish 6 Impolite
9 Afternoon party 7 Fruit drink








20 Parent (collog.) 20
21 A state (abbr.) 21
23 Simian 22
24 Free tickets... 24























57 Period of time
58 Sitijjled_h_or se













Pierce 33 Part of church 48 Room in harem
Part of window (p) ) 49 Declare
37 Conducted 50 Baseball
28 38 Spurted forth implement
27 42 River in Italy 52 Armed conflict
29 4k5 Gaelic 53 Greek letter
46 Lasso 55 Postscript
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party and a former Wall Street
"whiz kid," pleaded innocent at
his arraignment Thursday on a
charge of murdering McIntosh.
In grand jury testimony,
Cher said she saw McIntosh in-
hale two "hits" — or doses —
of a white powder given to him
by Moss. She said that when
she arrived at the party, Moss
offered her some white powder
in a piece of tin foil. She said
she believed the powder was
cocaine and that she refused it:
Later, McIntosh became ill
and Cher said she urged Moss
to call a doctor, but Moss re-
fused, saying it was "no big
deal." Another Average White
Band musician, Alan Gorrie,
also became ill, and police said
Cher took him to her home and
provided treatment that saved
his life.
Cher and her former husband
and singing partner Sonny
Bono, 40, were long known to
be antidrug within the rock mu-
sic environment where drugs
often flow freely.
Cher cited "irreconcilable dif-
ferences" in filing for divorce
from Gregg Allman, rock mu-
sic composer and performer,
whom she married three days
after her divorce from Bono
was finalized. -
For nearly 11 years, Cher's
personal and financial activities
were supervised by Bono. Court
action on custody of their
daughter, Chastity, 6, and divi-
sion of community property is
still pending.
"I am trying to make my
Survey Program Is Asked By Legislators
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Legislators have been offered a
survey program in which they
could feel the public pulse peri-
odically on key issues in Ken-
tucky.
The urban studies center at
the University of Louisville pre-
sented the plan Thursday to the
Legislative Research Commis-
sion, which may consider it at
the next meeting.
In other business the LRC
switched the pre legislative
conference site from Frankfort
back to Kentucky Dasi Village
State Park" where it tradition-
ally has been held.
Doug Nunn, director of the
Urban Center, told the lawmak-
ers the first survey could be
handled on an experimental
basis and given to them one
month before the 1976 session
begins in January.
The survey "would tap a rep-
resentative segment of the pop-
ulation which oftentimes goes
unnoticed," he said, referring
to "the silent citizen who does
not serve on advisory groups,
attending public hearings or
write letters to the editor."
The Kentucky Consultation,
as the survey would be known,
• "does not suggest government
by survey," Nunn said. "It
does, however, suggest that ad-
ditional means can be provided
to the leglMators for checking
their own political per-
ceptions."
The Urban - Center chose a
telephone survey over the per-
sonal interview or mailing type
as a compromise which would
not be too costly, yet would be
accurate. -will swear Grissom to, Mnaatieown decisions_ww_alter —„_. . Sto,rhad them made for me council elect a new
this fall. •
Grissom is president 'and
chief operating officer of Citi-




Bro. Ron Newberry will be
the speaker at the 10:40 a.m.
and six p.m. services on Sun-
day, July 13, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
"What Do Ye More Than
Others?" will be the subject of
the morning sernion with the
scripture from Matthew 5:43-48
to be read by Steve Herndon.
HPrearyndow?e,rso, nwawindtill Tbeed AledllenbyHoj
will be "Baptism-What, Why &
The evening sermon subject
ward.
Thomas 
read the aeripture from
'Romans 6:16-18. Webb Caldwell
aprndayeErws.in Dick will lead in
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service and Tommy
Carraway will make the an-
nouncements.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Gene McDougal
and Nuel McNutt.
Gary Lamb, Leon Adams, Ed
West, and Joe Thornton will
serve on the Extension
Department.
The Vacation Bible School
will be held July 28 to August 1
at the church.
Banker Appointed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has ap-
pointed a 36-year-old Louisville
banker to the state Council on
Public Higher Education.
J. David Grissom will suc-
ceed Gordon Hood, a Fort Mit-
chell attorney who has been
chairman of the agency since
1970. Carroll said Thursday he
of having wui 
me," Cher said Wednesday *chairman at its next meeting Bra ayers
after moving to dissolve her
marriage to Allman. "I am
bound to make wrong ones
from time to time, and this was











THE ANSWER 15 NO! -- IF you HAP'
PONE THE 305, ID BE RULING
THIS COUNTRY. 1 COULD PAY YOU






















r so I PONT HAVE THE
HALF-MILLION-- TELL THAT
TO YOUR CHIEF.
I'LL TELL HIM, GENERAL
WE WON'T BOTHER YOU
AGAIN. YOU WON'T SEE ANY
OF U5-- BUT WE'LL SEE
YOU.
I'M THQU WITH IT- YOU
CAN HAVE IT BACK NOW
THIS WILL COME INHANDv





PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Un-
ion bricklayers have rejected a
proposed labor contract with
the Associated General Con-
- tractors of Western Kentucky.
The proposal, for a two-years
pact, included a wage increase
of $1.40 per hour. While the un-
ion has rejected the proposal,
no picket lines have been estab-
lished — and a union source
says none are planned at the
moment.
Most union construction in
',western Kentucky was shut
___Ldoten from early May to mid
June by picket lines of plumb-
Gra, steamfitters and carpen-
ters. Plumbers, stearnfitters,
carpenters and other groups
have signed new contracts with
the Western Kentucky associ-
ation, whose members employ
about 6,000.
TAIN6,5 NO5T OE_ TOL*NER
OUT THERE THAN I THOUeNT
  oF CouRSE NOT—
WHAT>5 YOUR STA IN L ESS )






Nunn said that for proper op-
eration, random digit dialing
would be used—sampling ran-
domly generated telephone
numbers.
"Within 95 per cent con-
fidence limits legislators can
assess citizen opinion and
maybe more importantly, is-
sues of specific concern in geo-
graphic areas throughout the
state," he said.
The Urban Center suggested
a survey every fourth months
during a legislative year and
twice annually other times.
The sampling would involve
1,400 persons and the cost for
each survey would range from
$8,000 to $10,000.
Nunn submitted a 22-page
proposal and explanation of the
plan, with an appendix summa-
rizing a University of Cincin-
nati study on the random tele-
phone approach.
"The major threat to the va-
lidity of a telephone survey
comes from the roughly 21 per
cent of households in Kentucky
that do not have phones," the
report said. "These non-sub-
scribers are concentrated
among the poor and transient
elements of-society."
In switching to Kentucky
Darn as a prelegislative site,
legislators cited the separation
of members in the capital city
because they would have to
stay at a number of motels.
The state park lodges are more
centralized.
The conference is scheduled




Ashland WK AS 25
Bowling Green .WKG8 53
Covington WCVN 54
,Elizabethtown WK2T 23
















3:30 p.m. WORLD RELI-
GIONS: Eastern Religions and
the Way
4:00 INSIGHT
4:39 PROFILES IN COUR-
AGE: "Governor John ifieter,
Al tgeld"
5:30 LILIAS, YOGA, & YOU
6:00 NOVA: "The Rise and
Fall of DOT"
7:00 BOOK BEAT: "George
S. Kaufman and Friends"
7:30 THE BEST OF EVENING
AT THE POPS: The movie
theme-team Ferrante and Teicher




Episode Ten: What the Foot-
man Saw": A scandal brews
when Edward the footman brags
about a seene he witnessed be-
tween Lord Charles Seymour
and Lady Natalie Tewkesbury
during a country house weekend
(Repeat) NEIGHBORHOOD
9:30 FIRING CANE 5:30 VILLA ALEGRE
10:30 JEANNE WOLFE 6:00 ELECTRIC COMPANY
- ,pPetyger4uscf4-,t-,44 "-m0(041.,--  CHIEE10046.10457416.41.-•
ING: "Aerial Perspective"
(Repeat)
7:00- - KY. GED SERIES:
"Granrimar I. Subtect-Verb
Agreement"
7:30 BOOK BEAT: :'Jerich., o:
The South Beheld" Poet James
Dickey and t0einter Hubett
Shuptrine discuss the makingef
their literary and visual tribute
to the South. (Repeat)
8:00 FEELING GOOD: "Corn-
ming Back". Pearl Bailey talks
about her heart attacks and
Dick Cavett checks his heart's
reaction, to a "stress test" in
this program on post heart-attack
care. (Repeat)
,43:30-,LMAN BUILDS, MAN DE-,
STROYS: "Scars on the Sur-
face" (Repeat)
9:09 SPECIAL OF THE WEEK: 12:00 p.m. MISTER ROGERS'
"The Minnesota Orchestra at NEIGHBORHOOD
Orchestra Hall" 12:30 VILLA ALEGRE
10:30 CAUGHT IN THE ACT: 1:00 SESAME STREET
"Raun MacKinnon and Jesamieh 2:00 ELECTRIC COMPANYBurnham" tRepeexl 2,30 CARRASCOLENDAS11'00 CAPTIONED ABC EVE- x.00 DRAW MANNINr; NEWS 3.15 CHECK & MATE
3:30 SOUTHERN ARTISAN
4:00 CINEMA SHOWCASE
4:30 A WORD ON WORDS
5:00 LILIAS, YOGA, & YOU
5:30 PROFILES IN COUR
AGE: "Governor John Peter
Altgeld" (Repeat)





9:00 SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
"The Minnesota Orchestra at
Orchestra Hall" (Repeat)
10:30 CAUGHT IN THE ACT





3:30 GUN SAFETY AND CON-






6: 00 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:30 FREEHAND SK-ETCH-
ING: "Overlapping" (Repeat)
7:00 KY. GED SERIES:




Several county of t 'clefs present
comments on their jobs and
on county government in general.
8,00 KENTUCKY MAGAZINE






11:00 CAPTIONED ABC EVE-
NING NEWS
TUESDAY, JULY 15
3.00 p.m. •11.4LIAS, YOGA, &
YOU
3 30 KY. GED SERIES:
'Math II Fractions')





6:30 SCENE ONE, TAKE ONE
7.00 DIMENSIONS OF PER
SONALITY
7:30 VICTORY AT SEA:
"Roman Renaissance"









































(AP) —' :Gov. Julian Carroll
says his creation of an Energy
Commission was not an at-
tempt to appease those who
have complained about high
electrical rates.
"The commission is free to
investigate all aspects of elec-
tric rates and any price collu-
sion that may exist on energy
costs," the governor declared
during an interview Tuesday.
Carroll said part of the study
includes the cost of fuel "which
obviously relates to the cost of
coal. Their (the commission )
study will relate to coal since it
relates to the end product."
The governor said he would
have no objections if the corn-,
mUltin decided to invite testi-
mony from Aubrey Wagner,
chairman of the Tennessee Val-
ley Atithority,
Wagner, who appeared
recently before a Senate sub-
committee, charged that oil
companies have acquired coal
firms and, as a result, TVA is
paying higher prices for coal
because of corporate manipula-
tion of the energy market.
In discussing Wagner's pos-
sible appearance, the governor
said he could riot speak for the
commission but "the guidelines
I established in creating it
would permit public hearings."
"The TVA should be heard
from," Carroll added.
A TVA spokesman said
.recently that Wagner w)uld tes-
tify if he were invited and if his
schedtile would permit.
FRANKFORT, Ky. -
The state's capital contingency
fund will provide $300,000 to the
University of Louisville for lab-
oratory equipment and library
resonrces.
Governor Carroll directed the
state Council on Public Higher
Education to study ft:1=EO.  I
nee& liTThelrof —
r --ise-council recommended thermr
Wednesday, and he announced
tht.,c8flon Thursday.
(Model 1415/1416)




9:00 NOVA: "The First Signs
of Washoe" This prize-winning
-documentary focutes on a chimp
who talks-with her hands.
10:00 INTERFACE: "Boston.
Listen My Children and You
Shall Hear". The progress of
controversial desegregation plans











3:30 LILIAS, YOGA, & YOU
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS'
8:00 THE BEST OF EVENING
AT THE POPS: Arthur Fiedler
and the Boston Pops dedicate
this evening to Cole Porter
(Repeat)
400 CLASSICS IN CINEMA:
"Candide". Voltaire's satirical
classic about an eternal optimist
who thinks this the best of all
Possible worlds
10:30 ONE OF A KIND
11:00 CAPTIONED ABC EVE-
NING NEWS
FRIDAY, JULY 18
3:00 p.m. SCENE ONE, TAKE
ONL( Repeat)






6:30 LILIAS, YOGA, & YOU
7:00 KY, GED SERIES:
"Grammar II. Subject-Verb
Agreement"




8:30 WALL STREET WEflt
9:00 MASTERPIECE THE
ATRE: "Upstairs, Downstairs.





11.00 CAPTIONED ABC EVE
MING NEWS
SATURDAY, JULY 19








212 E. Main - Phone 753-1586




















. 1 Cleans LOW Nap Carpets
saasimasram--r,
3. lit' 2. Mans NORMAL Nap Carpets
  3 Cleans HIGH Nap Carpets
4 Cleans Problem SHAGS
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Big Results!CLASSIFIED ADS!
2. Notice
IF YOU have a burden, let













&OF THIN DATE, 8 July
1975. I am no longer
responsible for any debts












regular display, must be
503 Pope., submitted by 12 noon,
cam 753-2342 for optrointlemi the day before
publication.







sale trainee. For in-
formation call Scottie at
753-2725 after 5:30 p. m.
9. Situations Wanted
M. S. U. GRADUAGE with
B. S. in home economics
and 5'2 years teaching
experience desires em-
ployment in Murray or
surrounding area. Reply
to Route 4, Box 6, Van
Wert, Ohio, 45891 or phone
419-238-0421.
12. Insurance
15. Articles For Sale
REFRIGERATOR, break-






80 GALLON FUEL TANK
with pump. 160 Gallon
cattle water tank and
used 2 x 4 and 2 x 6. Call
489-2364.
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each, Bean poles, 25
cents each. Firewood, $10
a rick. Call 753-9618.
16 Home Furnishings
mist be submitted by 4 HEALTH, life, burial, up to
We p.m. the day before $2000.00. Health no












tion and the Business






























Poison Control . 753-7588
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Need Line ... 753-NEED





IF YOU have a burden, let




Tennessee, stop at Joe
Bailey's Place, Texaco)









over 20 interested in extra
income„ $400 to $800
motnhly Possible, 10 to 15
hours a week.
Management experience
helpful but pot necessary.
Call 753-3763 for ap-
pointment.
IF YOU HAVE successful
sales experience and
want to earn $3004500 per
week, plus automobile
expense, contact us
today. We have an ex-
cellent opportunity for the
right person. This is a
licensed sales position
with excellent future. If















13. For Sale Or Trade
LARGE LAKE LQT, 195' x
255' on Kentucky Lake
private location joins
TVA boundary. Reduced
from 4,500 to 3,500. Owner
must sell or will trade-for
late Model car or house
trailer. Call 753-8997.
14. Want To Buy
USED FREEZER in good
condition also cider-
press. Call 753-4138.
SHOP NEAR or around
Murray. Preferably
clean-up shop. Call 436-
5552.
15. Articles For Sale
Sales
Person
Bright's has need for-
a full-time sales person
in cosmetics, foun-
dations and accessories.











resume to Bat 2D .
TOMATO STAKES, 54", 15
cents each. Redmon








rocking chairs, four oak
dining chairs, round
maple dining table,
stoneware, oil lamps and
lanterns, wood stove, one
l'2 horsepower motor,






rocking chair, and white
bathroom vanity cabinet.
Call 753-0412 or 753-9519.
SELECTIONS OF
paneling." 4 it" 8 sheets -
$2.75 and up. Molding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling, 4 x 8
sheets, $4.25 each.
Cabinet topping, 25 cents
sq. ft. Interior latex white
paint, - $1.95 gal.
Fiberglass Panels, 10
cents to 25 cents sq. ft.
Luan and Birch doors,
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross &
Tuck Salvage Mdse., Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.
Phone 587-2420.







Run 01 110 nine&
Only 4 to sell
first Come, First Serve




BRASS ICE BOX hinges,
cream separator, iron
fence and gate, two old
well pumps, picture
frames, copper tea kettle,
Lantern, wicker. baskets,
and scales. Will sell
together not separate.
$75.00. Call 753-8997.
DRUM SET, coronet, two
26 in. English Racer
bicycles (boys). 492-8374.
ZENITH 21 in. b-w TV, also
Sears shallow well pump,
used two months. Call 435-
4223 after 5 p. m.
FOUR DRAWER metal
filing cabinet, leather
office chair and electric
heater. Call 753-6088 or
753-8021. ,
THREE HORSEPOWER
air compressor with 2
spray guns. 150 ft. of hose
and also 24 in. ildingilawn
mower frame. Call 436-
2107 after 5p. m.
LARGE WINDOW FAN,
reversible. -$15.08. Call








for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
24. Miscellaneous
HUFFY 5 p. riding tawn-
mower for sale $100. Call
753-3292.
16' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.
FOR SALE - 35mm
Beseler Topcon. 5Ortun_
lens and 135mm lens. Lite
new. Call 753-6977 or
contact Mike Brandon at
Ledger & 'Times office,
, 753-1918.
NEW-HEARING Aid
Leasing. You can now
lease a hearing aid fyith
the 'option to buy. See how
wonderful it is to hear and
understand. We are
trying this program for
July, because so many
people have said, "I'm .
afraid I can't wear a
hearing aid. I can't afford
bgat ..olie4c R„
trial period." Remeber
this offer is good only for
July and only in our Paris
office. Call 901-642-2479 or
come to our office at 301
W. Washington, Paris,
Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
-BEAUTIFUL 12 -x 50, all






ONE ALL electric, one gas,
both carpeted and on
private lots. Phone 492-
9785.
12 x 60, TWO BEDROOM
trailer, electric, washer







ming pool. Families only.
753-3855.
CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
_ buildings for all your
storage needs. Also Lake
Cottages, Boat Docks,
patios and Greenhouses.
Sweet corn and fresh
vegetables for sale.
Located on Hicks
Cemetety Road, one mile
south of Cherry Corners,
off Highway 121 South.
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see









CASE FARM tractor. V-




two row birch corn drill.
Call 753-2293 after 5 p. m.
TILLERS: 3 h.p. $176.95. 5
h.p. with power reverse,,
B & S engine. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
20. Sports Equipment
1974 RANGER BASS boat,
85 h.p. Mercury motor.
Loaded with extras. Call




- For the name of your
dealer and free literature
phone 753-1575
15 FOOT ALUMINUM
Oachita Canoe, two life




Model Bass Boat, fully
loaded, all extras. Also 2.3
channel CB Radio and
antenna. Call '753-6345.
22. Musical
FOR SALE used storm
windows and door,
jalousie windows with
screens, assorted sizes of
inside and outside doors
and windows. Phone 753-
0277.
BAR WITH two stools. Also
Tex Tan western saddle
like new. Call 753-8005.
CB RADIO, Coax, pushups
towers, antennas, Mobile
amps, auto air con-
ditioners, automatic
transmissions, used cap
and pickups. One room
air conditioner. 10" table















BLACK AND WHITE floor
model TV, maple cabinet,
has excellent clear pic-
ture. Phone 753-7914.
21. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 60, FURNISHED, 2
bedroom, large bath,
living room and kitchen;





cupancy. Extra nice and




ii tinned, all electric,
owner will
,
12 6t) 1-101WETIE, on 1 1
air4H includes Washer
dryer: . -air con-
di'Hner. Will • sell trailer
ard1 ..ind separate. Call
trsect-rrn4rie
Post Office. Paris, t n- Top prices paid.
DISHWASHER, 2 years_ _ nessee. Msii The Antique ,>,01, and spar Trailer
old, in extellent condition Mall, 4th & Sycamore, , Paducah. Call 442-
E125 00 - call 753-8321 . Murray, Kentucky, 44341226.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano
31 Want To Rent
M. S. U. STUDENT AND
family desires to rent an
unfurnished 2 bedroom
or apariment near
M. S. U. or in the country.
Reply Route 4, Box 6, Van
Wert, Ohio, 45891 or phone
419-238-0421
SMALL ROOM for storage
of boxed household goods.
Call 753-6088 or 753-8021.
Couple would
like to rent in-
teresting home or
farm house in the
country. Contact at
753-1911.
32. Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED
apartment. Available for
weekly or monthly rental.
May be seen at Kelley
Pest Control, 100 S. 13th.
FO R RENT
Nice furnished apart-
ments for boys or girls,
summer and fall
semesters. Also ef-
ficiency apts. for girls.
Phone 753-5865 days, or
753-5108 after 6 p.m.
FURNISHED APART-




34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE,
403 S. 11th Street.
Possetsion at once, $100
per month. Call Bob
Miller 753-2920.
HOUSE in country, one to
tell Titles from Murray.
Will do repairs. Call 753-
7723.
32. Apartments For Rent






Ann Drive. Call 753-0112
or 492-8225.







Where one is 62 or over and
qualify the Government will pay
a large portion of your monthly
rental New one and two
bedroom apartments in Murray
Manor Central Air conditioning





MURRAY MANOR - All










Prefer couple. Call 753-
6524.
TWO BEDROOM apart:
ment, furnished or un-
furnished. Call 753-4331.
VERY LAII,GE lake front
cottage. Air conditioned,
everything furnished on
Kentucky Lake. Rent by
week. Call 753:7573.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE,





formal living and dining
rooms, family room,
kitchen with built-in oven,
range and refrigerator.
Central- heat' and air, -
Adults -only $225.00 per
month. Utilities included
1626 Hamilton. Call 436-
5479.
FIVE ROOM HOUSE,
bath, electric heat, prefer
older couples. No pets.
Call 492-83% after 5 p. m.
FURNISHED LAKE front
cottage on KY. Lake for




nannies, one billy -$75.00.
Phone 436-2336 after 6:00
p. m.
STRAW, 75 cents
delivered. 50 cents, you



















Wuro rld,. 121 Bypass.
Murray.ay. 





NM ewe erre otos= crow. covets Om
perlestr000l ore, of a %whop pithe eers1
erNI Mtn U VIC_
• ‘1,000 is I grentr.t tern,,trorwIr Pies to disc' be
Ore hot WU,S extrxrpm
poroest of cowl eleaOrog
tin steam' realer lanai
unto, Otossore at 212°F)
rs root road in Ito Rime II
Vat CreaPrne SyStenr be.
eavte o. donee, 'to soeoe
error TOro and Possoble
largo. to Pre operator
IllS VAC UL 114n1lor only
PFAU [WITS •OS
CORPS THIN MANOR OWN $1200 a day
RI,O.N• RINSE N la* VOU .ano In Pero', rr Lei
Murray Hoene & Auto
Chestnut St. 753-257 1
40 Produce
LARGE PLUMS. Good for
eating and preserving.
Also wheel chair, walker
and Rotty chair. Call 753-
4725.
41. Public Sales
GIGANTIC 20 Party Yard




12 at 805 Poplar Street. 8
a. m. to ?
YARD SALE - Hazel,
Kentucky, 3rd and
Barnett. Clothing for the
entire family, furniture,
walnut babyhed like new,
girls 26" bicycle, hub
caps, antique clock, beds
and glassware, also cakes
pies and cookies.
Saturday, July 12th 9 a.
m. to 2 p. m.
_YARD SALE, Ju1y1,12, 9 a.
m. 24 miles north of
Stella, Kirksey Highway,
corner of Squire Potts
Road. Layette items,
brand name baby clothes,
0-2 years, adults clothing,
household items, toys and
few antiques.
YARD SAL& - July 12,,
1975 at 10 a. - 304 N.
12th Street, -Murray.
Items include - 22" wide
gas stove, 40" wide
electric stove - both in
good working condition.
Oval Rugs. Mens, Ladies









GARAGE SALE, 907 N.
16th. Saturday, July 12, 8
a. m. to 2 p. m.
YARD SALE, Friday, 1 p.
m. to 6 p. m. Saturday, 8
a. m. to 12 noon. Iron bed,
collectables, and clothing.
1707 College Farm Road.
YARD SALE - Thursday
through Saturday. I..ots of
clothes, household items,
etc .528 Broad Street.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday at 406 S. 12th.
GIANT garage sale,
Friday and Saturday,
starting at 8 a. m. Some
antiques and collectables,
plus imports from
Chicago, lots of goodies.
Corner of Kirkwood and
Peggy Ann.
41. Public Sales
CARPORT SALE - Firday
and Saturday. Open 8 a.




sonnet at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call









3 bedroom tram he.. on 3',1
acres famed mad ideef for a
couple of horses or wives. Kos
new pole barn end pond. Good
garden spot. Nome is ahriviirsurn
olgOag and be. recently had a
new roof. Talks a look, It cordd
ife jest right for you.
Extra sharp, 3 balms kick I
nice subdivision apperisaaffair
4 miles from tee/stipule Wei
custom Wilt eifilloally II a
Wilder for his family. Wel law
docaped yard.. Owner , hafts*
transferred. Priced to soil el
call for appointment
Owner will sacrifice, you most
see this 20 acre fano with extra
nice 3 bedroom home to op-
placate the low price. Load is
fenced and has stock water.
Home has large Neat room
with fireplace. Hurry, owner
mast set
WILSON NEAL ESTATE 75E42413
*cross from Post Office
ROBERTS REALTY
- located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate...ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk-REAL
ESTATE.
FOR LISTING and selling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or call









Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
44. Lots For Sale
YARD SALE Tuesday GATESBOROUGH wooded
through Friday. All day. lot, by owner. Call 753-
715 Poplar Street. 2977.
YARD SALE on Old Salem
Road. TRithEs -and--
household items. Tuesday
through Saturday. 8 a.
5 p. m.
COUNTY LOTS, city
Water. -High and drY.




Install - Aluminum Glass
Doors and Store Fronts
Repair - , Storm D000rs,
Screens, Closers, hinges
and glass
Cut - Table Tops and
Custom Mirrors to size
Replace - Broken Window
Panes
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45 Farms For Sale
80 ACRE FARM in Mar-
shall County, 55 acres in
beans. 1210 1974 David
Brown '''Tractor and
equipment. Call 753-0412.
46. Homes' For Sale
THREE ACRES land, six
room house, double
carport, Call 753-9378, 753-
7494; or 753-7263.
OLD DR. Colley home in
Farmington, Ky. Has
three bedrooms, 2 baths,
three fireplaces. Call 345-




bedrooms, two full baths,




property on adjacent lot,
plus an additional lot. For
further information call  
436-2285.
BY OWNER: Old Ray
Latimer home and .bop.
Red brick with full size
basement finished out. 2
car carport with sun deck.
3 bedrooms, all new
appliances. Fine car
shop, can be rented for
$,185 monthly. Four miles
south of Murray. Call 753-
A3.4„ Showo ap-
pointment.





remodeled. Located at 317
Irvan. Call 753-8175.
NEW-7- BRICK-- three
bedrooln, two baths, large
living room, large den,
formal dining room, built-
in kitchen, utility ,room
and double garage. Extra
nice carpet throughout.
Ben De Field Subdivion.
Country living on 121 on
Graves-Calloway county
line in Calloway County.




new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher.- -Ex,-
traordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
BY OWNER: For Sale Old
Ray Latimer home and
shop. Red brick with full
size basement finished
out. 2 car carport with sun
deck. 3 bedrooms, all new
appliances. Fine car
shop, if bought can be
rented income for $185
Monthly. Four miles
south of Murray. Call 753-
5311. Shown by ap-
pointment.
THREE BEDROOM brick,
dining room and den. In
-very good condition. On






46. Homes For Sale
LAKE FRONT year round
home with basement, "in
Panorama Shores. See or






Fenced in back yard, lots
of shade in front and




Approx. 3 years old.
Catalina Drive. Oc-
cupancy July 1. Call 753-
3976.
FIREPLACE AND fenced
yard are two of the many
extras included in con-
veniently located 3
bedroom, two bath brick.
Priced very reasonable.
Call 753-6781.
BY OWNER white brick,
804 South 17th at
Audubon. 2000 sq. ft., 3
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
den with fireplace, many
closets, 2 car garage,
fully landscaped, privacy






garages, two and half














floor: living rm., dining









by owner. Call 753-7980.
46. Homes For Sale








Qualifies for full $2,000
tax credit. 753-9208.
47. Motorcycles
1975 YAMAHA 175 Endura.
500 miles. $700. Call 436-
5414.
1973 YAMAHA, 250 street
bike. Call 753-6674.
1973 HONDA 175, with
extras. Low mileage. $475
or best offer. Call 753-
1484.
1972 SUZUKI 380, 2,000
actual mils•c-, -fully-
dressed. Excellent
condition. Call 753-0705 or
753-8392.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 CUTLASS SUPREME,
black with everything.
Will accept best offer. •
Call 753-6435.





--beat and air. In nice:
subdivision, two miles










bedroom brick home. 1,2
baths, swimming pool.
Desirable location,.
Convenient to schools and
shopping. Call 753-2977.
BY OWNER, 1711 -Farmer, -
3 bedroom brick, car-




Call 753-1570 days, 753-
9712 after 4 p.m.
WALLIS DRU
' *PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE




Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's.Termite & Pest Control
It... rented end operated over 20 years Do not stqn any contract
owe all is finished
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914
hies. Roach". S,Iver Fish and Shrobs •
Ku CONTROL
•S$OCIA114r,
1973 OLDS Delta 88 Rayale.
Light gold, brown vinyl
-tap. *al iiceP!1*.





Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 42 mile east






ditions, any type of home
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.
and crew furnished.753-3897. .
Reasonable rates. Call
David Benton-, 753-7699 or
753-0123.
-
1973 LTD, air, automatic
cruise, low mileage.
spotless. Call 753-5997.
1974 VEGA WAGON, great
gas mileage, one owner,
air conditioning. Owner





Also 1971 Ford pickup,
nice! And 1968 Olds, good
car. Phone day or night,
436-5366.
1975 THUNDERBIRD,
with moon roof, low
mileage 6,000 miles.
Copper color, al/ power.
Call 753-6156 or 753-9121.
1974 FORD MAVERICK
like new. 14,000 miles.
Call 753-7855.
1970 PLYMOUTH SAT-
TELITE, 4 'door sedan,
318. Power steering and
brakes, air conditioning,
42,000 miles. Nice. $900.
Call 767-2448.
1968 EL CAMINO 55 396.
Four speed. Sharp. Call
753-8739 after 5 p. m.
1950 WILLIS JEEP, new
paint, good mechanically,
good tires. Call 767-4408
between 12:00 and 7:00 p.
m.




753-0223. Alter4p-. m. call
436-5474.
FOR SAliE OR TRADE,
1975, 4 wheel drive Ford
12 ton pickup. Call 753-
8385. '
1971 OPA1.4 4 speed. 1967
Ford, automatic with
small V-8. Call 489-2595.
1968 BUICK ELE11 RA,
air, six way seats, electric
windows, make offer. Call





Several good used Truck
Campers. Arrowhead
Camper Sales, Hwy 80E.




World, 121 Bypass, 753-
4131.
WILL DO any and all: types
of sewing, crewel, and
embroidery in my home.




storm windows and doors,
gutters. Will Ed Bailey,
492-8897 or Bobby
Lawrence, 492-8879.
RACINE DRY carpet care.
1 2 gallon cleans approx.
300 sq. ft. for $3.69.
Machine rental is $2.00
per day. When finished
cleaning carpet, ready for
immediate use. Hinman's




TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.
NEW RINSE-N-VAC
steam cleans, rinses, and
vacuums out dirt leaving
carp' professionally
clean. Rent at Crass
Furniture S. 3rd St.
Murray.
WILL HOE tobacco and





efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
NEW SHIPMENT of
Prowler Travel Trailers. -
Several good used Truck
Campers. Arrowhead
Camper Sales, Hwy. 80E.
Mayfield, Ky. Call 247-*
8187.: ,
STAACRAPT CAMPER
:I-Starmaster Six - ltke_
new, used very little.
Range, icebox; optional
aCcessorirs- include side
canopy, spare tire and
cover, step, etc. Phone
753-3960.
WINDOWS WASHED. I




Please call in the evening.
Phone 753-8983.
WILL KEEP elderly lady


























free estimate, call 437-
4790 or 437-4712.














FOR YOUR bush hogging
and blade work, call 753-
5737 or 753-5576 after 5
p.m. 
ROYHARMON'S Car-






Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs,of all kinds. In
business, homes, end-
institution. Rugs come
klean by steal cleaning.



















estimates. Please call 436-
2295.,
MATURE WOMAN, house







plowing and discing. Call
436-2540 •
WILL DO ANY and 'all
"types of sewing, crewel,
and- embroidery in my
home ('all 753-8342 until 8
P. m
CON'rACT SHOLAR'
Brothers for all your
bulldozing. backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-










. grey old b.iiick". Call 753_
- 5994 after-5 o'clock.
New Listings At
On Graham Road SE. 3 bedroom brick on 1/2 acres.
1/2 baths, carport, built-ins, fireplace, carpet, trees.
2-bale shop building and 12x 26 beauty shop. Deep
well. House has Pella windows. $44,000.
150 acre farm on Faxon. 100 acres tendable. 70 in
soybeans now. 50 acres in tiber. 8 room 3 bedroom, 2
bath home. Nice fireplace. Completely redecorated.
5 outbuildings. Property can be bought in smaller
parcels. Call for complete details.
4 Acres of prime land 1/2 miles from Murray. (For-
merly Murray Saw Mill). Has 6" diameter well for
commercial quantities of water.
1/2 acres on Bethel Road. Has 2 outbuildings, well
and Septic tank. Good location for mobile home.
$3,000.
12 acres 5 miles north of Murray on 641 North. 6
room brick home, 3 bedrooms, bath, well, outside
storage, electric wall heat, window air-conditioner,
new septic tank, large shop building and 10 acres of
beans.
Lot at South Pleasant Grove Church ready for hook-
up. Has well, septic tank and power.$3,875.
8 Acres of very good land, modem 2-bedroom home
on Irving Cobb Road. City water, has good stock
barn, 2 outbuildings with electricity and water. Has
both corn and tobacco bases. Short walk to Lee's
Grocery. Pretty setting. Ideal for young couple or
retired couple. $33,000.
Near the High School on Blair Street is this nearly
new 3-bedroom brick in tip-top shape. Has 11/2 baths,
separate family room, lovely carpet and central
heat and air. Possession with deed. $32,500.00.
15 acres on Irving Cobb Road suitable • for •
developing. Has nine good building sites. 30,000
broad feet of mature lumber. 6 acres cleared.
$15,000.
Wooded lot with nice trailer in Baywood Vista.
Trailer is 10 by 48 and all furniture is included on
large lot. $5,500.
Lake Cottage at Pine Bluff Shores, 5 rooms, 2
4e4;944:45..liaat11, electrig wiadaw




On 641 South one mile north of Hazel. A nice 2
bedroom older home with aluminum siding. Has
garlte, utility room, nice kitchen on a lot 110 x 460.
A real well kept home and priced to sell. $12,600.
A nice wooded lot on N. 18th Street near Main
Street. Has large shade trees. A beautiful setting for
a home.
25 Acres on Irving Cobb Road just 1,4 mile from lake.
Good subdividing property. $22,000.
641 South at city limits. 10 acres of prime, partly
wooded land. Ideal for subdividing.
Lot in Baywood Vista, 60 x 245. Suitable for house
trailer or home. $1,250.
Nice 6 room, 3 bedroom, 1 bath brick home with 3
acres. Electric heat, 165 foot well, oversize 2-car
garage. At Cherry Corners. $27,000.
Older home on S. 8th 6 rooms, 3 bedrooms, one bath.
Gas floor furnance. 1 window air conditioner, dining
room, wall to wall carpet, fug basement. Large lot
85 x 290. Property also has separate 2-car garage
with apartment above rents for $75.00 per mo. Ha's a
shop 25' x30' behind garage. $25,500.
Gatesboro home with 3-bedrooms, 2 baths, 2
fireplaces, all built-ins, den and large game room.
Double garage, carpet, drapes. A lovely home for
only $46,500.
Wooded retreat near the lake. 32 acres mostly
wooded just ke mile from Kentucky Lake and L4
mile oil hwy. 94 East. Priced to sell at $16,000. .
Store in Concord doing very good business. Includes
building, all stock and fixtures on about 11/2 acres. 6
room modern. 2 baths, Apt. over store. Call us for
more details.
North 16th at 5 Points, nice brick home (R-4) with
full basement, 3 bedrooms, central gas heat,
garage, fireplace, nice hardwood floors and
- peaseastan-w011 *VP-Priced telell at viht recRited-
figure, $28,000.
-t
Could you Use Up To $2,000 Rebate
on Your 1975 Taxes?
Check These Quality Built Homes
We have 3 new homes on Pottertown Rd. Each on 2
acres. All are 3 bedroom, 2 baths, central heat and
air, built-ins, carpet, garage. One has large
fireplace. 2 are priced at $41,000. Rebate $2,000. The
-third is $45,000 Rebate $2,000.
Just a few of our man
1305 Wells Blvd. Sharp 5 room, 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
utility room and one car garage, brick and frame
home. Wall to wall carpet, drapes, Electric heat,
one window Mr conditioner. On a 60 x 200' lot.
$24,000.
- Nice Two Bedroom and family room aluminum
siding home at 515 S. 7th Street. Gas floor furnace,
carpet. A real good house, well located for a
bargain. $17,500.00.
Nearly new three bedroom, 11/2 bath, brick home,
living room, kitchen-den combination ( all built-ins
Fireplace, wall to wall carpeting with central heat
and air. Listed at $36.500.
House and 5 acres with 5-7 hundred feet frontage on
Hwy. 94 East near Kenlake State Park. Has 4
bedroom frame tiouse. s'ore building, fish house,
smoke house and 2 othe • buildings. This is good
commercial property. $32,000.
Well located on Keenland Drive. 4 bedroom brick
veneer on large lot. Central gas heat, central air, 2
baths, kitchen with all built-ins, double carport,
wall to wall carpet, drapes. $41,500.00.
Seven acre farm with three bedroom brick home.
Located 6 miles from Murray on Highway 94 East.
This home has been well kept and has large sloping
front lawn.
Want income? A 3 unit apartment near the Univer-
sity. Always rented. Income is $350 per month. Good
return on investment at $30,500.
Need Income Property. Quality build, 1½ year old 2
story brick apartment with 4 units near university
and shopping. All have central heat and air, carpet,
built-ins, utility rooms with washer-dryer hook-up.
All apartments have frost-free refrigerator
freezers. Fully rented. Shown by appointment only.
Thirteen acre farm about 4 miles west of Murray.
High concrete floor barn. Ideal for boanaing horses.
Has an older but nice solid bedroom, 1 bath, living
room, kitchen, and utility room plus huge attic with
permanent stairs to attic. Carport with storage, on a
woodechlot with garden spot.
If you like beautiful flowers and growing plants all
year, then you should buy this forest shop. All fix-
tures, buildingoind two lots are included in the
price. $43,000.
58 Acre farm, partly fenced, good year round
spring, 2 wells, tobacco base, 6 miles east of Dexter.
$19,000.
We cen assist you in arranging financing
On Loch Leman near all gchooLl-large 3 bedroom
(large closets), living room, dining room, family
room, kitchen.with built-ins, utility, 2 baths, aryl a
hugh 124' x 28' garage with enclosed storage room
plus permanent stairs to attic storage, also has
. patio. On a large 100' x 225' lot. REBATE 2,000.
Three bedroom brick veneer corner Broad & Good-
man in Bagwell Manor, has kitchen and den com-
bination, sewing room, 2 baths, 2 car garage, utility
room and storage. Some trees double concrete
drive. Rebate: $1,600. Reduced to $32,000.
y other good listings.
Three bedroom, 1 bath, kitchen-dining combination,
living room, utility room, wall to wall carpeting
with new inlay in kitchen at* bath, built-ins. -
drapes, 5 closets, carport with outside storage, a
very nice home for only $24,500.
145 Acre Farm on Faxon Road. 70 acre tendable.
Has large home with walk out basement. Has 6
bedrooms, 2 baths, some carpet, 2 fireplaces,
washer-dryer hook-up. Owner anxious to move to
town. $55,000.00.
1104 Mulberry is a nice 2 bedroom stucco at a
modest price. Gas heat. New carpet and completely
painted inside. $12,500.
1202 Melrose, really nice 3 bedroom brick with all
built-ins. Central heat and air, carpet, draperies.
Attached garage. A real sharpe place. $28,500.
In Almo, 2 bedrooms brick veneer, almost com-
pletely redecorated, some shade well worth the
money at $13,000.00.
Nice 3 bedroom, 1 12 bath frame house just off of 121
West of Stella, has 1L2 acres. Property has two new
buildings, one is 24' x 50' shop with bath and 10'
door. Second is 14' x 16' storage. Both are insulated
Has new well pump and pipe. Home being
redecorated. An excellent buy at $25,000.
Beautiful 2k2 story home on north 18th with
basement. Has pella window, central-gas heat and
electric air, formal dining room, all built-ins in kit-
chen, large attractive lawn with shade. This a fine
home. Must see to appreciate.
Excellent business opportunity. Completely
remodled 6 unit motel, each unit has kitchenette-
rents for $90 per mo. Property has restaurant with
all equipment, and 6 rooms above it which could be
made into living quarters, Rents for $125 per mo
Also has new steel building with 14' doors for car
and truck rnaintance. Should rent for $250 per mo
All this and a large shaded lot with all utilities in for
a mobile home hookup on 1'4 acres. Total inconic
could be in excess of $850 per mo. for only $49,500 in
vestment.
10 acre farm with 7 outbuildings. 6/room house, :1
bedrooms, bath, 2 fireplaces, full basement. $29.500
Additional 47 acres available or could be purchased
seperately. Call 753-7724 for details.
"Almo Heights, 5 room. 2 bedroom, 1 bath, wall to
wall carpet, drapes, elec. Wall heat, on large lot.
Has a 2 car clean up shop with water and power in
shop. Priced to sell at only $16,000.
We helve customers who me looking for lima Mte yews. Coll
es to list yew home.
\WE NEED NEW LISTINGS
OFFICE HOURS: 8-5 Monday through Saturday
Guy Spann Realty
901 Si9mIT Street _Momimor of•Mu.O.L14pp1. _ Listings _ phone 1534in,
'jut -Sates Staff
Guy Spann - 70-2581 Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Louise Baker - 7532409 LW D. Cole- 753-9723 Jack Persoll - 753-8961_
# •
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Deaths and Funerals
Lera Cunningham,
Age 70, Dies At
Hospital Thursday
Mrs. Lera Cunningham, age
70, of Route 5, Murray, died
Thursday afternoon at 4:10 p.
m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 70
years of age.
Mrs_ Cunningham was
preceded in_death _by  her.
husband, Vernon, who died In
1971.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. 0. C. ( Louise)
Kimbro, Rt. 5; and four sons,
Lorraine, Robert, Paul and
Glenn Cunningham, all of Rt. 5.
Other survivors are three
sisters, Mrs. Troy Arnett Lamb,
New Concord, Mrs. Thomas
Epal) Lamb, Lynn Grove and
Mrs. James Imogene ) Kimbro,
Rt. 5; and five brothers, Jess. „
Loman, Rupert, Noel and
Charlie Parrish, all of Calloway
County.
Mrs. Cunningham was the
grandmother of 22 grand-
children and 16 great-
grandchildren.
She was a member of the
Blood River Baptist Church.
Funeral services will be held
at 10 a. m. Saturday- in the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Burial will




Funeral- services for John
Quitman Walker, age 87, of
Hazel, will be held at '3 p. m.
Sunday at the Hazel Baptist
Church where he was a
member.
Mr. Walker died Thursday at
1 p. m. at the Murray-Calloway
County, Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Lillian, of Hazel; one daughter,
Mrs. Ophel (Elizabeth)
Williams, Detroit; three sons,
Kelly of Dearborn Heights,
Mich.; Gaston, Bradenton,
Fla.; and Hubert; Madison
Heights, Mich.; and one
brother, Dewey Walker of
Paris, Tennessee
Nine granchildren and four
great-grandchildren also
survive.
The funeral services will be
officiated by Bro. James
Garland and burial will follow
in the Hazel Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Buford
Stone, Alfred Orr, James Er-
win, Fred Enoch, Dennis Kelly
and Clifton Kelly. Mr. Walker's
Sunday School class will serve
as honorary pallbearers.
Friends may call at the Miller








Cissell, 18, Fancy Farm, the
victim of a swimming accident
Wednesday, were held at 2p. m.
today at St. Jerome Catholic
Church in Fancy Farm with the
Rev. Walter Hancock of-
liciating and iuii1 if: the
church cemetery.
Mr. Cissell, who was a
member of St. Jerome Catholic
Church, is survived by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Cissell, Route 2; three sisters,
Mrs. Patricia McDermott,
Murray, Mrs. Frances
Rowland, Route 1, Fancy Farm,
and Marilynn Cunningham of
Symsonia; and two brothers,
Walter Cissell of Route 2, and
John Ctuinirigham of Murray.
Pallbearers were Roger
Helm, Paul Toon, Birch Toon,
Wade Toon, Charles Cissell and
Will H. Toon. Honorary
pallbearers were the 1975
graduating class at Fancy
Farm High School.
The Rosary was said Thur-
sday at the Roy M. Lowe
Funeral Home in Lowes at 8:30.
Mrs. Tillus Farmer
Dies On Thursday
Mrs. Tillus Farmer, 517 S. 7th
-S**-Murred Thursday
at 10:15 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital at the
age of 72.
She is survived by her
husband, George Farmer of the
home address; one aunt, Mrs.
Dathala Wimberly of
Buchanan, Tn., and two double-
cousins, John R. Stubblefield
and Collie Stubblefield, both of
HazeL
Mrs. Farmer was a member
of the New Concord Church of
Christ.
Funeral services will be held
at 11:30 Saturday morning in
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Ralph
Wilson and Walter Pigg
ficiating. Burial will be in the
New Providence Cemetery... --
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p. m.
Officials Worried About Death
Rate In State Mining Accidents
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
State, federal and union offi-
cials are worried about a statis-
tic that shows Kentucky leading
other coal producing states in
mine deaths. In fact, 25 coal
miners have died on the job in
Kentucky this year, twice as
many as in any other state
where coal is mined.
In 1974, when there was
record Coal production, 24 of
132 ininersilled in the United -
States died in Kentucky mines.
This year, production is esti-
mated by the U.S. Mining En-
forcement and Safety Adninist-
ration (MESA) to be down 10
per cent from last year and 25
miners have already died in
Kentucky—twice as many as
in the first half of 1974.
MESA officials say that more
than accounts for the increase
in the national toll, which is 79
compared to 57 at this time last
year.
United Mine Workers of
America ( UMAW) officials
blame the increase on what
they say are unsafe conditions
at small, non-union operations.
But MESA and state officials
disagree. Other possible ex-
planations all have holes in
them, officiaLl admit.
"There isn't any trend in
Kentucky or in the United
States," said Hershel Potter,
head of MESA's Division of
Safety in ikashington, D.C.
"We're trying to get a handle
on it. I just donl_know_hor,,,ygt
can accounf -
The deaths seem to be dis-
tributed equally between sur-
face and underground mines,
large operations and small
ones, said MESA's assistant ad-
ministrator for coal mine
health and safety, Jack Craw-
ford. He said no one company
has a significantly higher pro-
portion of deaths than any oth-
er, and no one type of accident'
kills significantly more than an-
Tenure. ..
(Continued from Page 1
$550,000 in damages, are Hugh
Barksdale, William Smith,
_Charles Ward, John Wells, Mice
MeCampbell, Billy Wells,
- Thomas spoerner, Leo Blair,
Donald Shelton, Peter David




Plans For New School Year
Plans for the 1975-76 school
year at the Murray State
University School have been
completed.
The school, for grades kin-
dergarten through six, will
continue its policy of accepting
*students oti a first-come-first
, served basis for the coming
year, registration for which will
be Monday, Aug. 18.
The tuition rate is $25 per
month for a family with one
student; $40 per month for two
students; and $50 per month for
three or more students per
family.
Ten full scholarships again
are available to be awarded to
children of economically
deprived families with
preference giyen to children of
minority races. Applications for
scholarships, the provisions for
which have been specified by
the Murray State board of
regents, are now being ac-
cepted, according to Mrs. Jo




1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, Ky.
. Edited By: Mary Donovan
Fern Terrace Lodge at 1505 Stadium View Drive
was alive with gaity and good food on Saturday
evening, July 5. There was plenty of hamburger and
fixin's plus home made ice cream prepared and ser-
ved by the residents families. All residents gathered
sutside to watch thp chefs at work and enjoy the
shady lawn until, bad weather•drove them inside.
Later in the -evening they were entertained with "
country music provided by Eugene Kirk and the
Fire Mountain Boys. After su6h an entertaining





children for the 1975-76 school
year and apply for scholarships
at the school from 8:30 a. m.
until 4 p. m. Mondays through
Fridays during the suminer
term, which ends July 25. The
`school telephone number is 762-
2206.
The school calendar for the
coming year follows:
Aug. 18, registration; Aug. 19,
first full day of school; Sept. 1,
Labor Day holiday; Oct. 10, no
school scheduled because of the
meeting on campus of the First
District Education Association;
Oct. 17, no school, conference
day; Nov. 27-28, Thanksgiving
holiday.
Dec. 20 to Jan. 4, Christmas
holidays; Jan. 5, school
resumes after Christmas
holidays; March 12, no school,
conference day; March ,27 to
April 4, spring break; and May




And most puzzling is the fact
that many of the victims were
men with up to 20 or more
years' experience in mining.
They've turned the figures in-
side out, Craft said, and
haven't come up with much.
UMWA District 30 safety offi-
cer James Boyd claims unsafe
operations at non-union mines
are to blame for many of the
deaths.
"We police our jobs pretty
good," Boyd said. "The federal
govecnment doesn't have
enough people to do it."
But Craft emphatically dis-
counts Etoyd's claim.
"There's practically no dif-
ference between union and
non-union mines in the number
of fatal accidents," he said.
A top research economist for
the UMWA in Washington, Tom
Woodruff, backs up Boyd.
I just made a trip through
Eastern Kentycky," he said.
"There are a large number of
small underground mines,
'truck mines,' this year, and
they don't have the engineers.
-Hooked at those operations
and said to myself, 'My God, I
would never work there.' You
just know the engineers are
very
But MESA and Kentucky's
Commissioner of Mining and
Minerals, Hareld N. Kirk-
patrick, point to figures show-
ing no significant increase in
either violations of federal
mine safety laws this year over
last, and no significant increase
in non-fatal accidents, as would
be the case, they said, if the
mines were being operated un-
der unsafe conditions.
Another possible explanation
offered by Potter is in-
experience.
-There are an awful lot of
young people coming in," he
said. "Maybe 90 per cent of the
people entering the industry at
this time are young."
But statistics don't beat that
out fully. Many of the victims
this year have been men with
20 years or more experience in
mining, according to Bill Craft,




KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP )—
Pollution control projects total-
ing $74.8 million have been ap-
proved by the Tennessee Valley
the authority to lower the aci-
dalkaline level of ash dis-
charged from its 12 coal-fired
generating plants into streams
-Alitticety's'EM triVreetonc.""tarrfe-whie,- -the • 6",
But the action came Thurs- tack.
day only after TVA officials Seeber said the present dis-
criticized the Enviornrnental charge procedure has not ,,had
Protection Agency's regulations any adverse effect on aquatic
requiring the improvements, life in streams near TVA
"Certain items here unfortu- plants. He added that the new
nately just aren't worth the equipment will not change the
money," TVA General Manager basic composition of the mate-
Lynn Seeber said. "They si_rn- rials entering the streams.
ply do not result in an identi-' And, Wagner questioned the
.flable environmental benefit." -feasibility of a provision1V411-.
" It's a classic case of over- ing zero chemical discharge
regulation and another example from power plants into adja-
of overkill," Seeber added, cent streams by 1985.
TVA Chairman Aubrey Wag- The board of directors also
ner said the projects will result approved pay raises averaging
in electric consumers having to 7 per cent for management em-
pay an additional 20 to 25 cents ployes not included in bargain-
for each`1,1)00 kilowatthours by - -ing agreements. White collar
the time they are completed in
1979.
EPA regulations requiring
Bro. William Henry Horn-
heckle, who recently entered
the gospel ministry, will preach
his first sermon Sunday evening
during 6 p. m. worship hour at
the St. John's Baptist Church.
Sunday afternoon at 3 p. m.
Rev. James H. Stewart will be
the men's day speaker. tie is
pastor of the Cedar Hill Baptist
Church, Cottage Grove, Tenn.




Federal State Market News Service July
11,1975
Krintucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 625 Est 1600 Barrows &
Gilts 25-50 lower Sows wts under 500 lbs
25-50 higher. over 500 lbs -steady to 50
lower
1-2 200-230 Rati ... . 256 00-56 00•








US 1-3 450-650 lbs 64600-47 00 few 47 50 Kirsch
US 23.100-500 lbs $45 00-4600 Disney




Dr. Christine Parker., an
associate professor of
mathematics at Murray State
University since 1958, has been
invited to participate in a NATO
Advance Study Institute for
MathentItticians July 28 to Aug.
15 at the University of Cam-
bridge in England.
Dr. Parker is one of five
Americans invited to the in-
stitute, the supporting-funds for
which are provided by the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization.
Only citizens of the NATO
member countries are invited to
participate with a maximum of
five from any one country.
The over-all theme of the
institute is "Discrete Group and
Automorphic Functions.” Its.
sessions will be led by some of
the foremost mathematicians in
the world.
A native of Kosciusko, Miss.,
Dr. Parker received her un-
dergraduate degree from the
Mississippi State College for
Women and her master's
degree from Louisiana State
University. She was awarded a
doctoral degree last December
by Auburn University. Before
coming to Murray,she taught at
Northwestern Mississippi
College and at Auburn- and
Louisiana State Universities.
STOCK MARKET
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workers covered by contracts
earlier received 9.3 per cent
wage hikes.
An amendment to a contract
with Peabody Coal Co. for 4.5
million tons of coal over the
next three years also was ap-
proved. The amendment boosts
the price to $20.38 cents a ton,





Rev. Paul Wanger was
elected as the new president of
the Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association at the
regular monthly meeting held
at the Memorial Baptist Church
education building, Wednesday,
July the 9th. Others elected to
serve with him for the new year
are: Rev. Julian Warren as
vice-president, Rev. Mike
Robertson as secretary, and the
outgoing treasurer was retained
for another year, Rev. Jerrell
White.
Ministers who were in at-
tendance for the first time in-
cluded Rev. Tommie Martin of
the United Methodist Church of
Hazel and Rev. Jerry Hendley
of the 1st Assembly of God
church of Murray.
Outgoing officers are: Dr.
James A. Fisher president,
Rev. Paul Wanger as vice-





construction of a new building.
The new building is proposed to
house the electric system and
the new central billing,
collection department.
Lake Paving Co. of Grand
Rivers, Ky., was awarded the
contract for street paving for
the current year with a bid of
$17.48 per ton for asphalt and 50
cents per gallon for oil. Other
bidders were M & H Con-
struction Co. of Murray, $18 per
ton for asphalt and 55 cents per
gallon for oil; and Asphalt
Paving Co., Paducah, $19.50 per
ton for asphalt and $1 per gallon
for oil.
. (Continued from Page I)
The council approved the In Circuit Court
appropriation of ;210 from
revenue sharing funds to repair
three picnic pavilions at the
City Park that have been
classified hazardous for public
use. The work will be done by
park employees under the
supervision of Galen Burkeen,
construction supervisor at the
new city-county park.
Mrs. Jo Crass, chairman of
the park and recreation com-
mittee, reported that the paving
is completed at the new tennis
courts on the Murray High
campus and that workers are
presently installing fencing at
the courts.
U. S. Cargo Ship
Fired/Upon In Gulf
Of Thailand Tuesday
WASHINGTON -f — The
U.S. cargo ship Gateway City
was hit by gunfire in the Gulf
of Thailand this week in the
first such incident since the
Cambodian seizure of the
freighter Mayaguez two months
ago.
U.S. officials minimized the
incident; saying the gunfire
came from small fishing-style
vessels of unknown nationality.
No attempt was made to board
the Gateway City and none of
its crew was wounded, they
said.
Nonetheless, the U.S. govern-
-merit has seat ont-s,onatatialg.ta•
mariners.
Like the Mayaguez, the Gate-
way City is a container ship
owned by the Sea-Land Corp. -of
Menlo Park, N.J. A company
spokesman said the Gateway
City has replaced the May-
aguez on a regular cargo run
from Hong Kong.
Pentagon and State Depart-
ment officials said the latest in-
cident occurred Tuesday when
the Gateway City was about 25
miles southeast of its destina-
tion, the Thai port of Sattahip.
This is about 200 miles from
the scene of the Mayaguez'
seizure by a Cambodian gun-
boat near the tiny island of-
Poulo Wai on May 12.
According to cables reaching
Washington, two unidentified
fishing-style boats opened fire
with light weapons on the
freighter and several rounds
struck the ship's super-
structure. Damage was de-
scribed as superficial.
Officials said Capt. F. M. Ha-
gerty, the Gateway's master,
reported the incident to the
U.S. Embassy in Bangkok after
the ship docked at Sattahip.
Pentagon sources speculated
that the gunfire might have
come from pirates known to op-
Regular services will be held
Sunday at the New Providence
church of Christ. Bible Study
hour will begin at 10:00 a.m.,
with three new teachers joining
the teaching staff. Wanda
Osborn will be teaching the two
and three year olds; Clara
Stubblefield will be teaching the
intermediate girls; and Iris
Cpstell will take charge of the
Senior Girls.
At the 11:00 a.m, worship
period Bro. Ed C,asteel, will be
speaking on the subject "Bible
Epitaphs."
Sunday evening services will
begin-at 6:00 p.m. with a period
of Bible study. The worship will'
begin at 6:30 and Bro. Casteel
diacusa_ the first lesson in a
' .,..series on,' Oret Chapters
Bible." This week's lesson will
be devoted to Genesis 1. The




Worship services will be held
at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church at 11 a. m.
and 7 p. m. with the pastor, A.
H. McLeod, Jr. speaking et both
services. Sunday School classes
will begin at 10 a. m.
The church choir, under the
direction of Mrs. L. D. Cook,
Jr., will sing, "Praise Ye the
Father" at the morning service.
Mrs. Otto Erwin is church
organist.
Choir practice and Junior U
M. Y. F. will begin at 6 p. m. and
the Senior U. M. Y. F. and the
evening worship service will
begin at 7 p. m.
The nursery will be open for
the service. Marilyn McGinnis
and Dee Dee Rogers will keep
the nursery.
orate in those waters. However,
there has been considerable
tension in the Gulf of Thailand,
where Cambodian gunboats
have seized Thai fishing craft
and where at least one battle
was fought last month between
Thai and Cambodian navy
vessels.
Thailand and Cambodia have
been quarrelling over territo-
rial boundaries and ownership
of some offshore islands.
Lawson Sentenced
Randy Lawson of Murray was
sentenced to one year in prism
today after a motion for
probation was denied in
Calloway Circuit Court.
Lawson, indicted for two
counts of arson, was ordered to





Worship services are planned
for the regular times this
Sunday at the Hazel Church of
Christ. Don Riley will speak on
the subjects "Why Wait for the
Holy Spirit?" ( Acts 1:4,5) and
"His Own Place" ( Acts 1:25; 16-
20) at 10:00a. m. and 6:00 p. m.
respectively.
The men's training class will
meet at 4:45 p. m. with Jerry
Bolls of Murray in charge. Bolls
is the regular song leader for
the 7th and Poplar Church of
Christ and will be giving in-
struction in song leading
techniques. All men interested
in song leading are invited, even
if not a regular member of this
class.
Members who have not
completed information





*The Shrub &Grass Shears
should not have been









Dipper's Delight Family Coupon
Special Sat. & Sun.
Buy Two of the same
delicious deserts get "FREE"a third
Example: Buy 2 Double Dip Cones - 3rd one FREE
Buy 2 Banana Splits - 3rd one FREE
Bring The Whole Family
Witt; this coupon Sot 8 Sun, July 12& 13
Dipper's Delight —
32 Flavors Ice Cream 8, Sandwich Store
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